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Press Notices of Fonner American and European Recital Appearances.

MARGUERITE VOLAVY

" A soulful tone with manly but delicate touch d istin guished Mi s s Volavy' s pla ying."
Berliner Tageblatt.

" Mies Vo lavy's infallible technic, her Imp res s tve pl a y in g al most mas cu lin e in to u c h.
co u ld c rea te only admi ra t ion . W e met onc e aga in a tal en t of hi gh est o rder.'

Hlas Naroda, Prague.
" Mis s Vola vy understands the gi v in g o f real va lues in h e r a rt is tic a n d t h o ro ughly

mu s ician ly rend iti on s ." Mu enchener N eueste Nachrichten.
"He r playing wa s mas te rly in it s arti stry and imp resse d the a u die nce pr ofoundly : '

II Momento, Turin.
"The certa inty wi th whi ch sh e overcame the g rea te st d iffi cultie s" h er repos e , h er

splendid mus ic ianship , gav e Mi ss Volavy not only a n undoubt ed Su ccess bu t a g reat
w a rmt h of apprec ia tion ." Wiener T ageblatt.

"Be cause of h er most wonderful a rt of touch an d s tupendo us te c hn ic- we can
not refrain from gi ving our fullest ap precia tio n to th is a rtis t: ' Breslauer Ze itun g.

"M is s Vola v y im pr e s sed through her g race of m anner and h er presen ce a nd h er,
technic is of equa l perfection: ' Caffero, Cenova.

" Mi ss V ol a v y played the S chuma nn Co ncerto u n de r t he wonderful di re ct io n of
S afonolf. The bril\iancy o f her technic. a n d won d e rf u l d ra m a ti c feeling com bi n ed with
mascul tn e s treng th rem ind on e of Teresa Careno ." B irzevia Vedomosti, St. P et ersburg.

"Mis s Volavy co n v in ce d throu gh her g ra ce o f manner an d im pressi ve p e rfe c t pl aying
tha t she is the re al artist." F igaro, P aris.

V olavy,-well liked b y the audience s. She re sponded to
New York Times.

Marguerite V o la vy in a thoroughly interesting style."
New York Sun.

New York Herald.
New York Times.

. She has a m usical touch . , . nimble fingerS" . .
The a u d ie nce rece iv ed he r enthusiastic a lly."

Plays wi t h ene rgy . . . g lowing vitality that p iques
. .

"Mis s Volavy played in a brill iant manner."
" Ma dame Volavy is an accom p lished artist who plays with animation and skill."

"Marguerite Volavy, the Bohemian pianist, proved herself a most capable a rtist.
Skill, precision and brilliance are hers, a n d in her playing there is no sign of feminine
indeci s ion." New York Tribune.

"Madame Marguerite Vol av y is a p taniste . of more than ordinary ability who corn-
bines a fine musical feeling wi t h t e chnical proficiency." New York Herald.

"Miss Volavy has genuine musical p e rso n a li ty and knows how to bring out all
the artistic ch arms ; sh e r eveal ed a stonishing technical qualifications together with
plenty of brains and tem per a m en t . . . s h e is no doubt one of the most masterly
and striking pianistes e ve r he ard h ere." Dallas (Tex.) Daily News.

"Miss Volavy d isplay ed true artistic temperament and finished technic."
Galveston (Tex.) Daily News.

"A pianist of the h ighest rank; the audience was enthusiastic over her work."
Light, San Antonio.

"A masculine strength a n d brilliancy combined with feminine delicacy and sym
pathy distinguished h er play ing, while her t echnic is irreproachable ."

Daily Item, Mobile, Ala.
"Miss Volavy proved to b e an a r t is t of rare ability." Montgomery (Ala.) Journal.
"Mias V ol avy gained im me dia te s uc cess through her glittering technic, perfect

evenness of the d ifficult p assage work and th e extreme and perfect brilliancy of her
artistic fe eling." Julius Korngold in Neue Freie Presse, Vienna.

"The c oncert o in troduced a pian iste , Marguerite
in si sten t applau s e by an en co re. "

" T he solo p art of the concerto was rendered by

Scores Emphatic Success in Her

Aeolian Hall Recital, January 29, 1921

BOHEMIAN PIANIST

. much of h er work s h o we d delicacy of feeling .
New York Tribune, Jan. 30, 1921.

y ou r in ter es t ."
New York Evening Mail, ' Jan. 31, 1921 .

" It wa s in a n a tt racti ve pr o gr am th at Marguer ite V olavy elected to demonstrate her pi an istic s ki ll a t Aeolia n
H all on Saturda y eve ni ng, J an. 29 . That her re cital a r o u sed co n sid e rab le in tere st was made m anife st b y the
goo d a tten da nce. T he a ud ie nce was e mpha t ic in its repeated tributes to th e pl a y e r.

"Mis s Vo lavy e m p loys in h er wo rk a co nside rab l e dynamic scale, She is liberal wi t h ton e a nd look s
fr equently for m assive effec ts. . . . Her interpreta ti ons are intelli gent a n d in te resting.

"The Ba ch-Busoni Ch a conne opened t he re cita l. There was no hesitancy in the mode of a ttack . It was a
Ch a eorme in prima r y colors . And a n t e in F , Beethoven; Rhapsodie in E Fl at, Brahms, a n d Schubert' s F Min or
Impromptu formed a gr oup that served to show someth in g of the piani s t"s technical equipment. Two pieces 'b y
J o sef Suk-Minuetto a n d ' Idyl o f Sprin g '-;-were b r acketed with. Dvo rak's 'D allian ce ,' a work that was in terest.
ingly interpreted . There fo llowed a Chopm g ro up a n d a TaUSSig arran gement of the Strauss walt z, 'One Li ves
But Once .' '' Musical America, Feb. 5 , 1921.

" O n Sa turday even in g , J anua ry 29, Marguerit e Volavy, a p ianist who is already known in the m u s ical w o r ld
a s a n a rt is t o f ta le nt a nd abi li ty. ga ve a most succesefu I performance before a lar g e a nd ap precia tive a ud ie nce
a t Aeolia n H all . She di spla y ed b rill iancy a n d a ri ch tone, large in volume, H er technic was cl ean a n d cl ear
and h er legato sm o o t h ." Musical Courier, Feb, 3, 1921. '

WHAT THE CRITICS SAID:

Concert Direction-LOUDON CHARLTON, Carnegie Hall, New York City
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->~ Since the late 1800s, player pianos have produced great
music for the masses. From quiet country farm houses to noisy
city tenements, player pianos have been the musical equalizers,
making every man, woman and child a Rachmaninoff, Debussy
or 1. Russell Robinson at the touch of a pedal.

During their heyday in the 1920s, it has been said that
every home had a player piano. That may have been a slight
exaggeration, but I bet that it was pretty close to the truth.

If you couldn't afford a player piano, you certainly knew
someone who had one. Both of my parents, while they were
growing up, had players in their homes. My mother's family
kept theirs in the parlor, my father had one in his bedroom.
When I was about five, we acquired my great grandfather's
player, a 1918 Beckwith. I was told that it was a wedding
present for his third marriage (his fourth wife finally outlived
him). I would spend many hours standing on the pedals and
pump away (I was too short to sit on the bench and reach the
pedals). I would play "Always", "Sweethearts on Parade",
"Break the News to Mother", "Just for Me and Mary" and at
least fifty more. Those were fond memories for me and I am
sure that many of you also have similar fond memories of your
first piano.

We are the current keepers of these memories. We hold in
our homes an integral part of American history, the music of

~~he first forty years of the 20th century. It is important that we
preserve this part of our cultural heritage. Not only must we
preserve it, but we must also share it with future generations.
This is not always an easy task but it can be done and is being
done. Band Organ rallies are a good way of bringing a wide
variety of music to attendees. Placing a player piano in a
museum makes another segment of the population aware of the
instruments and music of the past. But one of the best ways
of spreading the word is by bringing the music to the future
generations on their own "turf', so to speak. Ray & Nancy
Dietz of Virginia are doing just that. A couple of times each
year they pack up their Marshall & Wendel Ampico grand and
have it transported to various schools in their part of the state.
Concerts, skits and sings-a-longs bring a hands-on introduction
of a by-gone age to children of ALL ages. A fellow AMICAn in
Michigan is going to do the same thing. Is anyone else doing
something like this??

I have a couple of assignments for you. No quizzes today!
The first assignment is to find a favorite roll that you own

and put it on your foot pumper and play it. Listen carefully to
the melody line and the harmonies that are brought out. Don't
pump too hard. Make the piano sing for you.

The second assignment is to tell us about your piano; how
.--!"lind why it ~s special to you, how you found it, or it foun~ you.

. We would like to hear from you. You don't have to be a literary
genius or an expert speller (that's why we have a publisher!)
Send all submissions to Mike Kukral, our publisher. He'll be
happy to hear from you!

The third assignment is to make a list of at least ten
rolls that you must have. These can be either 88 note rolls or
reproducing rolls. Please try to list the label, number and artist.
Send me the list bye-mail (amicapresident@yahoo.com)
or mail with your name, address and phone number. I will
sort these out and try to make your wishes come true. No
guarantees, but we'll see what we can do.

The fourth assignment is to visit your local doctor, dentist,
music shop, museum, antique store, etc. and drop off old copies
of the AMICA bulletin. Before you drop them off, staple an
application to the inside front cover. If you don't have any old
copies of the bulletin or need applications, please contact our
membership secretary, Bill Chapman. He will be more than
happy to send some out to you. If you belong to a chapter,
include a slip that lists your next meeting.

If you have any ideas of how this organization
can be made better for all, please let me know. I am
always open to suggestions! My e-mail address is:
amicapresident@yahoo.com

AMICAbly yours,
Mike Walter
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Dear Fellow Amicans,
I just received my order from 

Keystone/Magic Melodies. At the
moment of this writing I am listening 
to Beethoven's 5th Symphony. In the 
few years that my wife and I have 
been mechanical musical afficianados, 
we have found only one collector with 
all 5 rolls of this symphony. I urged Rich
Groman several years ago to recut it.
Well, he has. WOW! and DOUBLE
WOW! I have also purchased rolls from
Bennet Leedy and Dave Saul in recent
weeks. “Whistle While You Work” cut by
Dave Saul seems to be a great aerobic
song as it gets everyone's feet (and other
parts) going. The Leedy Bros. “Coney
Island Rag” stirs up memories of days
gone by and whets the musical appetite 
for more. These people are putting out
superb products. I urge you to order from
them and support their work for our
hobby.

Vincent Morgan, Pres.
Lady Liberty Chapter

AMICA, Intl.s

Dear Mike,
Rec’d this May-June issue of the 

Bulletin, and was happy to see the page
on Ethel Leginska. She has always been
my favorite!

A question came to mind, I was 
wondering if she actually recorded all 
of those, or where some transferred 
from other systems? So, I checked the
list (best I could), and found that most of
those listed are indeed only available on
the Artrio-Angelus system. #7510 was
available on Duo-Art & Recordo. #7511,
on Recordo. #7519, on Recordo and
Duo-Art, #7533 was on Recordo also.
#7542 was available on Duo-Art 
and Ampico also. #7593 was also on
Recordo. NOW, I wonder if she did 
those recordings for the other systems?
Or were these transfers? I suppose we
will never know for sure. Perhaps 
someone with a critical eye could 

compare the recordings & compare? This
could shed a light?

Bill Dean
627 10th Ave., Bethlehem, PA 18018

Dear AMICA Group,
In January of 2003 I received a 35 key

French organ for repairs and found that it
had no drums with the shelves, no carved
top and no legs or base and no frame
around the center section. Also, it had
been flooded up to the level of the top 
of the pump and not to the playing 
mechanisms, thankfully. Over the spring
and summer months we made all 
the needed parts, thanks to a man in 
Belgium, Leonard Gynoprez who sent to
me many pictures of organs many, many
years ago. In that batch of pictures was
this organ as it was supposed to appear
and that was used to make all the parts. 
I have, in color, all the steps of 
restoration to the finished job and then
the painting that an artist did that I 
hired and it looks like it came out of the
factory in the front. Sorry to say most of
the folding cardboard books were also
drowned and not useable. Le Ludion of
France sent to me a test book and a list of
books now available cut from original
ones.

If you want to feature this in one of
your publications, I will get copies made
and send them on to you. Each copy
costs over a dollar so I do not want to
send them out and not have them used.
Please advise.

Sincerely,
William H. Kromer, Jr. (Bill)

53 Louella Court, Wayne, PA 19087
610-687-0172

Member of the Outdoor Amusement 
Businessmen’s Association, PA. State 

Showmen’s Association, and the Music Box
Society Int.

Dear Fellow Amicans,
This Spring I had the great pleasure 

of visiting the Fred Waring Archives. 
Mr. Waring, leader of Waring’s 

Pennsylvanians, had a compound 
at Shawnee on the Delaware River, 
not far from Bethlehem. Fred started a
collegiate jazz band in the early 1920s,
augmenting that with interesting vocal
groups in the early to mid 1930s, finally
concentrating on choral work in the
1940’s until his death in the 1980s.

His 1920 records, made for the Victor
Company, are highly collectible due to
their innovative musical arrangements.
From 1932 to 1942, Fred Waring made
no commercial recordings, concentrating
on Radio Broadcasts only. While visiting
the Waring Archives, I was surprised to
find that Fred Waring had recorded all 
his radio shows during the 1930s, and
discovered hundreds of hours of 
transcribed musical entertainment
thought lost forever!

The Director of the Archives and I 
had a long discussion about issuing this
treasure trove of music onto CDs. There
have been some compilations issued on a
limited basis over the past five years by
the Archives. I think they should reach a
wider audience.

Here are a few of the tantalizing 
musical numbers:

The “Old Gold Shows”-1933-1934-fea-
turing the Radio Orchestra with Babs and
her Brother. Songs include: You’re An
Old Smoothie, Two Tickets To Georgia,
Shuffle Off To Buffalo, Lookie, Lookie,
Lookie, Here Comes Cookie, etc.

The “Ford Shows”-1934-1936-with Kay
Thompson and the Girls Choir singing:
She’s A Latin From Manhattan,
Louisiana Hayride, I Got Rhythm, etc.

The Ford V-8s”-1936-First swing vocal
group singing fabulous arrangements of:
Let Yourself Go, Honeysuckle Rose, Rap
Tap On Wood, I’m Putting All My Eggs
In One Basket, etc.

“Stella and Her Fellas”-1935-1936

Also featured are Tom Waring, Johnny
“Seat” Davis, Rosemary and Priscilla
Lane, Babs Ryan and more. And 
discovered, was the complete set 
of sound track dubbing masters 
from the 1937 Warner Brothers 

ETTERS
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movie, “Varsity Show,” featuring 
Waring’s Pennsylvanians-in pristine 
condition!

This is truly an astounding collection
from one of America’s premier shapers
of popular entertainment during the 
glorious days of the great “American
Song Book.” If you like big Radio
Orchestras with plenty of rhythmic
vocals and novelty, all in high fidelity,
these are for you! The CDs will have
about 25 selections on each disc and sell
in the $15.00 to $16.00 range. Anyone
interested in acquiring the Waring CDs,
please let us know. Keystone will 
be working with the archives in the
release of these programs.

Sincerely,
Richard Groman

If you have an interest in the above project
described by Richard, you may convey that
interest through us at Magic Melodies, or

write directly to Richard Groman, Keystone
Music Rolls, P.O. Box 650, Bethlehem, PA

18016-USA

Shelby and Laura Lee Kennard
Keystone-Magic Melodies

THANKS FOR A GREAT 
CONVENTION!

Hello Everyone,
It 's been more than two weeks 

now since the AMICA Denver 2004 
convention finished! It was a huge 
success and I have gotten a number 
of great responses. Still not one single
complaint. It was my expectation to 
write each one of you a personal note of
thanks for your work, but I'm still so
busy catching up that I didn't want 
to wait a moment longer. THANKS to
each of you for your hard work to make
the AMICA convention in Denver one 
of the best ever. I told many people 
that the convention could not have 
taken place without each of you - the
wonderful committee that did all the
work. Also, the computer and the cell
phone made the event possible. How did
people do this work before the internet
and the cell phone? On Friday morning
of the convention, I remembered the
table cloths for the evening party - I had
forgotten to get them! I called my sister,

Kathe Graham. She drove to Denver
from Niwot, bought the table cloths,
went to Four-Mile House, drug the tables
around, put the cloths on and then the
rain came up, blew them all off, soaked
Sis and she did it all over again, in time
for our arrival. Thanks Sis and thanks for
cell phones. 

Anita Nickels Johnson thank you for
your support from the other side of 
Colorado. Your experience and wisdom
and encouragement from the beginning
were a big plus to me. 

Art and Jean Reblitz put in countless
hours preparing the wonderful talk and
presentation that kicked our program off
to a flying start right from the beginning.
Hosting the entire group at your home
and workshop was no small task and we
can't thank you enough. All the drives to
Denver for meetings as well as having
the group at your home, too. Helping
everyone get their pianos ready for the
event and running a referee and writing
and editing service all at the same time.
How do you do it? I'm looking forward
to your book about Automatic Music in
Colorado! Art also recorded and edited
the music Dick Kroeckel played which
became our Q.R.S. Souvenir Roll. Thank
you Art, and Bob Berkman at Q.R.S. for
a superb job. 

Barry Weiss helped gather ads for 
the program, hosted Julian Dyer from
England and drove a car full of visitors to
Chris Finger Pianos. Barry was always
available with a smile when needed. He
even worked the program ad list from his
computer on vacation! Thank you, Barry.  

Ben Haass our new member from Fort
Collins, no North Carolina! Ben took
over the website, moved himself, his
family and his job and still kept things
going for us and made it back to Denver
for the convention!! Thanks Ben for a
wonderful job. Ben is always available
with enthusiasm for Automatic music and
he even brought his brother from
Wyoming for part of the convention. 

Don and Ginger Hein hosted our 
committee, helped organize the 
home tours and took charge of the
“Pumper Contest” prizes, and helped 
out on registration. Great job Don and
Ginger. I'm looking forward to seeing
your collection when I don't have a 
convention on my mind. 

Don and Owanah Wick did double -
no triple duty. Don was working through
the night to make an organ in Colorado
Springs work as well as making sure the
Organ at the Paramount Theater was in
top shape. Both Don and Owanah are
part of the ATOS group that worked so
hard to bring us the spectacular closing
concert. I'm afraid that Owanah missed
most of her doll convention for us, but
always with a smile they were there to
support the group. Thank you both.

Dick Kroeckel - what can we say?
Dick, your big big black Steinway made
the convention! You should take her 
out more often. Everyone loved her and
she seemed to enjoy the trip, too! The
Paramount concert was the perfect close
to a perfect week! You made it look easy
- but remember not one of the rest of us
could do what you did, so I know it's not.
You hosted our group and kept us
pumped up. Then, you hosted the home
tour buses. No matter how tired you were
after a day of playing and driving and
you still had that big wonderful laugh
that kept me going through the hard
times. Thanks for sharing so much!!
Remember Dick's music is forever 
preserved on the spectacular Q.R.S. roll
and we thank you for making that 
possible, too. It takes a lot more than just
playing the song once to turn the music
into a paper roll, and Dick worked extra
hard on this task. 

Frank and Shirley Nix were our 
lighthouse afar. As the national 
convention coordinator, Frank helped
negotiate the hotel contract and pushed
and pulled and twisted my arm to get
things going when it was really too close,
and seemed so far in the future. Frank
was always on the other end of the phone
for questions and answers and advice and
guidance. Thanks Frank and Shirley. We
did it! I bet you wondered if we would
make it, two years ago, didn't you? 

Jan and Lucy Myers conceived and
created the Georgetown trip - the option
that everyone took. It was truly one of
the highlights of the event. The lunch
was superb and the scenery the best. You
couldn't have arranged better weather.
Jan led the premiere presentation as well
as the preparation of our QRS roll and
I've heard he may be changing his name
to Jan Denver. Thanks Jan and Lucy. Jan

continued. . .
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also found time to keep the Mart on
track, too. Did you buy enough stuff,
everyone? I think we should make the
Mart part of every meeting in the future. 

Jerry Hutt was always at meetings
quietly adding some sage advice just
when needed. He worked tirelessly on
the walking tours. I think for our 
first AMICA Rocky Mountain Chapter
meeting that we should take one of the
Denver walking tours that he arranged.
Really, I'm serious. Those walking tours
are FUN! Jerry lent his voice to the 
premiere of our convention roll, too.
Always there, always ready to help.
Thank you Jerry.

Jim Bratton was right at the other 
end of the computer offering 
encouragement and advice when I 
needed it. He shared the AMICA
convention time with his clock 
convention, taking place at the same
time, but we appreciated the support. 
I know many were pleased to be able 
to visit with Jim again. 

Joe Saman never runs out of good
ideas and I could always count on 
him for wisdom and advice - and 
work. Several of the “new” things 
we did were Joe's ideas. The audience
participation in the Pumper Contest 
judging, and the prizes for second and
third place were thanks to Joe. Joe and
John Roberts played their accordions 
at lunch in Georgetown which was a 
surprise for everyone. Complete with
costumes, their music made the moment
special! Thanks, guys. Joe spent Saturday
afternoon - missing the Mart - washing
centerpiece bowls for the banquet and
then setting them all up for the night's
party. Thanks.

John Wilkens kept his pencil sharp
from start to finish - well, we are almost
finished. The treasury was always 
balanced to the penny and every dime
accounted for. John kept the bills paid on
time and helped keep the budget on track.
John, we applaud you. Maybe you’ll
have a new career as an accountant?

Larry Kerecman was in the forefront
with the best website that AMICA
has ever seen - or is likely to ever see
again. Larry this website would make 
the Denver Convention and Visitors
Bureau proud. It was sight to behold
complete with music. We had many,
many compliments. Larry kept the 
program flowing with his knowledge of
audio visual equipment, too. The extra
touches right down to the labels on 
the light switches helped make the 
meeting look so easy which is a sure 
sign that lots of advance work and 
preparation have taken place. Larry
helped put Art Reblitz on “Power Point”
which gave his presentation that extra
degree of professionalism which people
are still talking about. Larry, we really 
do owe you a debt of thanks. 

Louise and Clara! What would we do
without you?! Louise Lucero and her
mother Clara Wingfield. New members
who just bought an Apollo piano, and
heard about AMICA when I went out to
evaluate their new instrument. Clara
worked Kansas to bring out the 
members, Louise worked registration
from beginning to end with a million
details in between. The map with the pins
where everyone came from - thank
Louise! The door prizes - thank Louise! 
I don't know - ask Louise! Always there
with the help, the smile the answer, the
solution. At 10:30 p.m., there was Louise
at work ready to convert a file over to my
computer system. Presto, there it was.
We'd have had to get four people to do
the job that Louise and Clara did. And
dance! Ask Clara. She's ready to go now,
and can follow even two left feet on 
carpet. We're so glad to have you in
AMICA. 

Steve McCormick. Thank you, thank
you, thank you! Steve filled in all the
blanks - and there were lots of them. He
arranged all the bus transportation, drove
all the routes not once, not twice - how
many times did you drive them anyway?
He wrote all the scripts for the bus 

captains, and drove ahead to make sure
the way was paved for all of our guests.
Your work was invaluable, Steve and we
can't thank you enough. Those little
"mini schedules" in your name badges.
Yup, Steve typed and printed and 
cut them. Thanks a million times from
everyone for those little gems. 

The Rocky Mountain Region includes
Wyoming and one of our most loyal and
valuable members made it to nearly
every committee meeting around 300
miles each way. That beautiful program -
that was Tom Zook's creation. The work-
shop presenters and schedules - Thank
you Tom. Just tell Tom what you need
and consider it done - perfectly and
quickly. You were a pleasure to work
with, Tom. Come on down to Colorado
anytime. There's room for you here! 

If I were running a company, I’d hire
every one of you! We'd be rich in 
no time. Anybody got and idea for 
a product? How about the convention
planning business? I've probably forgot-
ten - or maybe never even knew some 
of the great things that you all did 
to make this convention such a 
wonderful time for so many people.
There are countless details and some 
big things which I've not mentioned, 
but were very appreciated by me and 
by everyone who attended. Each one 
of you deserves a standing ovation 
and I thank you all from the bottom 
of my heart for your hard work. It 
was a pleasure and a privilege to 
spend the time with each of you. 

Now, let's party! Don & Ginger Hein
and Jan & Lucy Myers have both 
offered to host a get together. Would 
anyone else like to do the arranging? 
I’ll be happy to turn over the e-mail 
list. With all best wishes and sincere
THANKS to each and every one 
of you. 

Yours Sincerely,
Jere
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Telektra-1 is from the 
New York Globe,  Oct. 10, 1914
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ELEKTRA
Submitted by David Krall

PLAYER PIANO

Telektra-2 also from the New York Globe, Oct. 15, 1914

Telektra-3 also from the 
New York Globe, Oct. 8, 1914
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IANO TUNER
Submitted by Antonio de la Cova

CAUGHT IN U.S. - CUBA DISCORD

This Havana piano tuner 
just wanted to attend a Dallas 
convention, but his visa denial 

is part of the same old song 
in nations' conflict

HAVANA – Armando Gómez is 
suddenly a subversive. And only an act 
of God – or George Bush – will allow
him to attend the piano tuners convention
in Dallas this week. 

Mr. Gómez laughed at first when U.S.
authorities refused his travel visa. 

"What am I? A Taliban?" the Havana
piano technician recalled saying. 

Then it sank in. He can never again
travel to the United States unless the
American president intervenes. 

Tracey Eaton / DMN
Armando Gómez was denied a U.S.

visa under a law that gives officials
broad discretion to deny entry to 
foreigners. U.S. officials rejected 
his visa application under an obscure
immigration rule giving Washington
broad discretion to deny entry to 
foreigners, including those considered
potential threats to national security 
or public safety. 

Critics call it ridiculous. 
Piano tuners want harmony – not

disharmony, said Paul Larudee, an 
American piano technician and friend of
Mr. Gómez. 

“It is ... absurd to think that he 
represents a threat to U.S. security,” 
he said. 

However strange the visa denial may
seem, it is an everyday occurrence in the
rarified world of U.S.-Cuba relations,
experts say. 

America and Cuba have been at odds
since 1959. They've fought with bullets
and bombs in the past. But these days
they battle with words and speeches,
visas and red tape. 

Caught in the middle are people like
Mr. Gómez, the 49-year-old director of
Havana's School/Workshop of Tuning

and Instrument Repair. He began fixing
old pianos in 1989. 

Many of the country's musical 
instruments are falling apart. Spare parts
are scarce. 

In 1995, American piano tuner 
Benjamin Treuhaft decided to help out.
He started Send a Piana to Havana, a
humanitarian group, and made Mr.
Gómez his partner. The group has since
collected and donated 210 upright and
grand pianos to Cuba. 

Volunteer tuners from the United
States join Mr. Treuhaft on his trips 
to Cuba. One of them, Takashi Yogi, said
he couldn't figure out why a battered
Russian piano wasn't working. Then 
he peered into a wooden hinge and 
found the problem: “Two termites were
having dinner.” 

Seventy percent to 90 percent of
Cuba's pianos are infested with 
termites, Mr. Gómez estimates. Others
are caked in rust or mold. So they need
some attention. 

At first the U.S. government didn’t
mind that the Americans were involved.
Even when the Commerce Department
couldn't find a category for Mr. Treuhaft's
piano shipments, officials obliged, telling
him that for some bureaucratic reason,
his request would have to be approved by
the U.S. Office of Missile and Nuclear
Technology – and it was. 

Mr. Treuhaft began shipping pianos.
But he soon got into trouble with the
Office of Foreign Assets Control, which
enforces the Trading with the Enemy Act.
It threatened him with a $1.3 million fine
for his Cuban piano venture in 1996. Mr.
Treuhaft only grew more defiant and
dressed up as a 1935 Tonk upright piano
during a trip to Cuba on Halloween of
that year. That got him some publicity. 

U.S. authorities weren't amused but
offered to settle the case for $3,500. 
Mr. Treuhaft ignored that and continues
traveling to Cuba without U.S. 
permission. 

Clamping down
Bush administration officials have

made it more difficult for Americans to
travel to Cuba – and they've clamped
down on Cubans, too. 

They've rejected visas for everyone
from Ricardo Alarcón, president of
Cuba's national assembly, to Chucho
Valdés, an acclaimed Cuban musician
who won a Latin Grammy in 2002. 

U.S. Rep. Tom Lantos, D-Calif., a
ranking member of the International
Relations Committee, tried to persuade
officials to let Mr. Gómez go but was 
told he was a “potential foreign policy
concern.”

U.S. officials stamped Mr. Gómez’s
Cuban passport “212F.” That refers to
subsection 212F in the Immigration 
and Nationality Act. It was added to 
the law as a presidential proclamation
and allows the government to deny entry
to foreigners for a variety of reasons. 

Subsection 212F was first used in 
July 1995 to detain a high-level 
official of the National Patriotic Front 
of Liberia, accused of atrocities in that
country’s civil war, according to Human
Rights Watch. 

American officials declined to offer 
a specific explanation for Mr. Gómez's
visa denial. But they said some Cubans
don't obtain visas because they don’t
apply in time. New homeland security
requirements require in-depth screening
of applicants, and Mr. Gómez didn't
apply until April. 

American officials say any visitor
from Cuba or any of the other six 
nations that the United States considers
to be state sponsors of terrorism must 
go through a tough screening process. 

“We also turn people down for 
political reasons,” said a senior U.S. 
official who spoke on condition of
anonymity. “I don't mind telling you we
do that. It's clear.” 

Without referring specifically to 
the Gómez case, the official said that
Washington rejects some Cubans’ visas
in retaliation for actions by the 
Cuban government. 

By TRACEY EATON
The Dallas Morning News

July 2, 2003
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Cuban authorities, for instance, do 
not allow Americans to carry out 
“public diplomacy” – to freely express
their views to ordinary people in 
Cuba. So U.S. officials aren’t likely 
to let a Cuban diplomat – or Cuban 
government employee – do the same in
the United States, the official said. 

He added that “people get denied
visas all the time for all sorts of 
reasons.” And that is insignificant in 
the case of Cuba, he said, where the
focus should be on such issues as the 
lack of basic freedoms and the jailing 
of political dissidents. 

Convention reaction
In Dallas, piano tuners began setting

up Tuesday for the Piano Technicians
Guild convention, which runs through
Sunday. About 700 guild members from
countries as far as Germany, China and
Japan are expected. 

Guild executive director Barbara 
Cassaday said she can't do much to help

Mr. Gómez. 
“He's basically from one of those

countries that is affected by heightened
United States security,” she said. “It's a
shame that it's the reality, but it is.” 

Participants’ views were mixed. 
“It’s difficult to imagine anything a

piano technician might do as a threat to
security,” said Mark Wisner, national 
service manager for Pearl River Piano
Group in Ontario, Calif. “It sounds silly,
you have to admit.” 

Bruce Clark, a technician for Mason
& Hamlin in New Hampshire, said 
he understands the State Department's
reasoning. 

“If I was a terrorist and wanted to
come in, would I come in with a sign 
that said, ‘terrorist’?” he asked. “I’d have
to be something benign, and a piano
tuner is a great disguise." 

Exhibitors this week will showcase
the latest on tuning, restoring and moving
pianos. 

“I wanted to be there,” said Mr.
Gómez, who is married to a fellow piano
tuner, Yuly Díaz, sitting a few feet away
from their living room piano and their
pets – a few hamsters scurrying around in
cages. 

“And no,” Mr. Gómez said, “the ham-
sters are not terrorists.” 

He laughs again at the thought that
he's some dangerous terrorist. But it 
also makes him sad. He has attended
piano tuning conventions in the 
United States in the past, and he 
wants to return. 

Now, though, he has “212F” stamped
in his passport, and he doubts he’ll be
back. 

“I’m just a tuner,” he said. “But with
this in my passport, I won't even be able
to go to Haiti.” 

Staff writer Michael Grabell in Dallas 
contributed to this report.

E-mail teaton@dallasnews.com 
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AINTED PONIES
By Beth Py-Lieberman

“Word that a carrousel will be
installed permanently on the Mall
grounds,” the New York Times reported 
in 1967, “disturbs some people.” 
Wary of ideas that newly appointed 
Smithsonian secretary S. Dillon Ripley
had proposed-outdoor puppet and 
musical performances, sound and light
shows, popcorn wagons-some in 
Washington feared that the Institution
would become an “ivy-covered 
Disneyland.” But Ripley, recalling 
boyhood rides on a carousel just outside
the Louvre in Paris, faced down his 
critics and had a 1922 merry-go-round
with 33 gliding animals and two chariots
put in place that summer in front of the
Arts and Industries Building on the
National Mall. Complete with a Wurlitzer
band organ, its wooden pipes and bellows
blasting the “The Sidewalks of New
York” and other oompah-pah favorites,
the carousel was an immediate hit with
visitors, who paid 25 cents each to ride it.

“One of the best things that’s happened,”
wrote one city resident. In 1981, museum
officials replaced Ripley’s worn-out
merry-go-round with a larger one, a 1947
vintage model with 60 horses (below, the
steeds before installation). Today, the
carousel’s music wafts from a CD player.
And though the ticket price has climbed

to $2, it’s
still the
c h e a p e s t
round-trip
fare in the
city.

From the Attic
Smithsonian-September 2004



War casualty: The metal shelled Columbia-Europa was made in
Gennany for only a short while in both internal and eXternal hom.
The oval case at the left is very scarce.

Pathe Freres announced in October
that it was ready to enter the American
market with machines and double-sided
hill-and-dale discs, featuring artists of
international renown, such as Slezak
and Tita Ruffo, although as it turned out
sales didn't really get rolling until 1915.
This was no small news, because Pathe
was a European powerhouse not only in
phonographs but also in motion pictures.

Cheney was bankrolled by department
store magnate Marshall Field, who fur
nished an elegant talking machine parlor

. on the third floor of his Chicago empori
um.

The talking machine business was a
seasonal business-strong in the winter,
sluggish in the summer, when the dealers
turned to complementary items such as
bicycles. July 1914 was no exception,
and as people stopped dancing in the
heat they stopped purchasing dance
records. There was also fear of war - not
with Germany but with the Huerta gov
ernment in Mexico, where President
Wilson had ordered the Marines to seize
Veracruz.
Holding the line

The jobbers also held their annual con
vention in July; most of the talk this year
was about price maintenance agree
ments. Price maintenance, common in
many American industries at this time,
allowed the manufacturer to set the final
retail price of his product. The
Progressive movement had another
name for it, a name associated with a
hated and dishonorable practice of the
railroad trusts: price fixing.

Price maintenance had not been adju 
dicated illegal in 1914, but two recent
Supreme Court decisions led to the con
clusion that the Court was trending in
that direction. The jobbers and small
dealers strongly favored price rnainte-

-Courtesy Loran Hughes '---- _

You CAN take it with you:
Cloth-covered portables of
European origin, like the
Gennan Triumphon below,
were introduced in 1914.

overseas . There wasn't, relatively speak
ing, a lot of export business the other
way, from the US to Europe, maybe
around $200 ,000 worth per month.
Columbia did announce in April a line
of Columbia-Europa machines made in
Germany but distributed world-wide,
some likely sold in the United States.
Meanwhile, the remaining inventory of
the unsuccessful Keene-o-Phone experi
ment was either liquidated at a substan
tial discount or cannibalized for parts by
its successor, the Rex Talking Machine
company.
Growth of the Victrola clones

A serious challenge to the Big Three's
hegemony wasn't mounted until the fall,
with the advent of internal horn
machines from Aeolian, Pathe, Cheney,
and Sonora.

Aeolian had reported in September
that it had contracted to display a com
plete stock of Grafonolas and Columbia
records at its flagship Aeolian Hall in
New York, but then a few months later
surprised the trade with its line of
Vocalian machines.

-Talking Machine World

Everybody's doing it: Marathon dancers are the display in
this dealer's storefront.

engage in the Turkey Trot within the
limits of Boise, Idaho, and other munic
ipalities. In one nationally publicized
trial a woman in New Jersey was arrest
ed for singing "Everybody's Doing It
Now" and dancing the Turkey Trot on
her way home, and was acquitted only
after-to the applause of courtroom spec
tators-the dance was demonstrated to
the jury.

There were no big name big bands in
f; \9 14, but a lot of the music was record
'~d by Arthur Prior's Band and the Victor

Military Band on Victor, and by Prices's
Orchestra on Columbia.

The talking machine put an orchestra
in every home, a fact not lost on Victor
advertising. Dealers promoted dance
marathons in their storefronts; in one
case in Memphis the distraction caused
the demolition of an automobile. Two
enterprising young .Chicago women
hauled a Victrola off to New York, and
set up a dance hall on the sands of east
coast resort beaches.

The dance craze was led and made
respectable by two dancers of impecca
ble grace and unlimited talent:
the British Vernon Castle and his
American wife Irene. It was said
that Vernon Castle invented
many of the steps on the fly.

As the year advanced several
companies began to test the
Victor patents, primarily with

~ machines of European origin.
, / 9, !,ds appeared for models from
") .Klingsor, Triumphon, Polyphon,
~and the Triton, America's first
« picnic portable, "suitable for var

ious excursions." The Big Three
~ of course had their own plants
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Submitted By Geoffrey Kaiser

Article Written
By

Lynn Bilton

patriotic airs of the warring nations.
It was felt that the European War

might be good for American business.
America was neutral, and President
Wilson had always espoused an isola
tionist policy. There might be a good
market for American grain, meat and
cotton-cotton being not just for clothing
but also as the raw stuff of munitions.

In the fall of 1914 America had been
blessed with an especially bountiful har
vest. The European War seemed very far
away, and besides, all the experts had
assured that it would be over in just a few
months.

Sources: Koenigsberg, Allen . Patent History of
the Phonograph.

castle, Irene. Castles In the Air.
Fabrizio, lim. Interview.
Talking Machine World, 1914.

Th~ Keew -c-p hc nc . moat ma.s".·c1ou..
prcdecee the a.le ha a kIlO.... and the
I\b.olutC' mn~tcrp'ece of an talking

machihei - offered the trade at give
away price. for quidf. eleeeenee,

$100,000 Worth of Machines for $30,000

Sonora Grand, $200.

Post-mortem: Keene-o
Phones(right)~

cleared out at a discount
of 50% and more at the
beginning of the year by
retailers such as
Gimbel's. By the end of
the year, upstarts such as
Pathe and Sonora, below,
challenged Victrola domi
nance.

armies with keen interest, though most
of the news received was of British ori
gin, for the English had severed the
German trans-Atlantic cable
Tragedy at West Orange.

On Dec. 9 disaster struck home when a
fire consumed the Edison plant in West
Orange, New Jersey. Leaping from a can
of highly combustible celluloid film, the
flames destroyed the Film Works,
Diamond Disc Works, Cylinder
Phonograph Works, and Administration
Building as Edison's fire department
fought impotently. Edison vowed to
rebuild "strong enough to withstand
anything but an earthquake," and was
again shipping out records after one
month.

As the trade prepared for the all-impor
tant Christmas season of 1914 it seemed
prospects were very favorable. Victor
launched unprecedented full-page ads in
major metropolitan dailies listing the
names and address of local dealers.

The only noticeable effect of the war
thus far was seen in the ethnic communi
ties of large cities such as New York, an
increasing demand for recordings of

nance-"protection of all," they said
because it immunized them from price
cutting by the emergent chain stores,
and the dealers had in faet formed a
committee to lobby Congress to retain
the manufacturer's right to control who
sold his products, and at what value.

Installment sales, something relatively
new, were another topic at the conven
tion. The manufacturers encouraged it
and issued suggestions for dunning
delinquent customers, but it was the
dealer who financed it and assumed the
risk. The thought was ventured that the
dealer should be permitted to charge
interest, perhaps as much as six percent.
A Fox chase

As the weather cooled business picked
up. In September, dealers reported that
the new Vietrolas X and XI were selling
well, particularly in the new English
Brown. The dance craze continued hot
and heavy; one bemused midwest dealer
noted that people were purchasing only
popular tunes - not "real music like
Caruso." A new dance, the Fox Trot,
displaced all other dances. A combina
tion of the of the One-Step and the Two
Step, the Fox Trot was attributed-
nobody knows if correctly-- to an
improvisation by a New York vaudeville
personality named Harry Fox.

In September the Little Wonder, a
record 5" in diameter that played for two
minutes, was cutting into Vietor and
Columbia profits. It sold for first 15
cents, then later 10 cents, and in about
three months was purchased by
Columbia.

In August for obscure reasons a Great
War broke out in Europe. The American
phonograph trade was little touched,
save for a few executives on Continental
vacation who were inconvenienced and
had to scurry home. The British gramo
phone industry came to a dead halt for
lack of buyers and lack of parts (preci
sion parts had been of German manu
facture), and the Gramophone
Company's City Road facility was
turned over to the British war effort. A
song that had been rejected by at least 20
London publishers, "Tipperary," became
the unofficial anthem of the British
army.

Pianos were pitched off British
warships in favor of Victrolas, and
gramophones could be heard resonating
through German trenches. Americans
followed the nlight of the million man
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OFI

This in depth article (submitted this
year for the first time) on the SOFI
Orchestrion by AMICA member Craig
Brougher, was originally conceived
and ultimately written at the suggestion 
of former long term AMICA Bulletin 
Editor/Publisher Mr. Robin D. Pratt.
Mr. Brougher's article contains his
conception and realization of this
immense, unique and custom-built
orchestrion. It is sincerely hoped that
the members of AMICA and especially
the Heart of America Chapter members
enjoy this delightful article which has
been written, submitted and presented
here for the very first time.

SOFI is an orchestrion. While
she was being built she was called by her
prospective new owner “The Giant 
Ding-A-Ling,” but– things do change.
SOFI stands for Spirit Of Independence.
She began in 1992 as a foam-board model
about 2 ft. long, and was finished and
playing around December in 1998.

SOFI was actually a project for a client
who wanted a large orchestrion placed in
the great room of his mountain cabin.
Asked how large he wanted it to be, he
returned the dimensions, 10 ft. long, 8 ft.
high, and about 7 ft. deep. From that
point on, the most important basic 
thing about an orchestrion like this for
him would be one-man maintenance–
ease of tuning, quick repairs and 
adjustments, lots of music, and thorough
documentation.

The problem with owning practically
all old, large orchestrions has been that it
requires a very extensive shop and at least
2 trained technicians at a time to tune and
maintain them if you play them very
much. Since trips to Montana from 
Independence, MO  had to be kept to a
minimum, SOFI had to be reliable, 
simple, and obvious, and she had to play
O-rolls because he had lots of them. SOFI
has two spool frames which store 20-30
songs between the two of them, playing
alternately. But SOFI’s main source of
music today are MIDI files. Some are
taken from scanned player piano rolls,
and some are arranged from scratch. She
has to date over 100 new arrangements.

Original O rolls can still be played 
and every rank of pipes, percussion
instrument, or lighting combination can
be manually switched in and out during
the  song by a remote switch box. As the
rolls play, a listener can change the
arrangement, including adding his own
drum arrangements by switches on the
box. That’s George Bogatko doing the
honors as SOFI responds.

This orchestrion was about a year 
from completion when the owner was
worried by doctors that he might soon be
incapacitated, so arrangements were
made to transfer ownership, and from that
day forward, Craig had to find some 
place to put it. It has become the main
attraction at the Brougher residence, and
gets a lot of exercise.

Interesting Features
The 1/5th scale replica was initially

built to see what problems might 
be encountered and if it was visually 
balanced from different angles. When
that question was resolved, other initial

requirements had to be considered.
For instance, it  had to be designed
to ship flat. All removable joints had
to be self-aligning and true, and flat
framing had to be strong and square
with permanent mortised and 
doweled joints. Major weight 
bearing members are fabricated of fir
and oak, instead of traditional heavy
members of solid wood. The large
vertical panels creating the 3 front
cabinets were built from Medex– a

medium-density water-repellant fiberboard
with excellent stability. 

The foundation is novel. It’s a flexible
1x6 pine outline with dovetailed joints to
fit together initially on the floor, leveled
with shims, then drawn together with 
special hardware before the vertical posts
and panels are mounted. So even if the
floor happened to be partly carpet and
partly hardwood (as it is now), there
would be no trouble using this system.
Once this “shadow-foundation” is
shimmed flat and level in all directions
and drawn tight, an MDF fiberboard floor
is then laid down inside the foundation,
and leveled approximately to the 
foundation. Then the piano is rolled in 
and everything else is efficiently mounted
on the foundation and bolted together.

The swell shutters are 3/8" thick 
polycarbonate. They don’t swivel about
their center-lines like all other shutters
but on their leading edge so that they 
do not go past the front edge of the 
cabinet. This kind of plastic does not

By Craig Brougher

THE SPIRIT OF INDEPENDENCE

The man standing with SOFI is John Del
Carlo, Bass Baritone with the Metropolitan
Opera who has been heard in over 100 
performances in 12 roles incl. Falstaff, 
Dr. Bartolo, and Balducci.
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seem to attract dust, will not craze 
with time, and operates quickly with 6
different positions. The pneumatic motor
is below the pipe rack, on the pipe chest,
out of sight. A much smaller quick return
motor similar to it but standing on the
pipe rack is visible. Its purpose is to aid a
large return spring (not shown) and gives
the shutters a snappy action.

The skeletal frame and the prefab 
panels are drawn together either with 
1/4-20 bolts and T nuts, threaded brass
inserts, or removable joinery that allows
a complete disassembly. All panels and
walls are essentially flat. Other than the
piano the largest single component is the
center pipe chest. The pipe chests are
connected through the center panels by
flexible 3" diameter deer-hide sleeves
which are then made air-tight by tapered
ring spreaders pressed into them 
against their mounting holes. Very 
simple, foolproof, and airtight. 

SOFI’s appearance was to be unique
and singular without borrowing from
other orchestrions if possible. One 
important aspect of its case is that 
its solid walnut moldings could not be
reminiscent of anything one might find 
in ordinary millwork, and should 
represent an American  style of “federal”
architecture. The case is real walnut
designed uniquely for SOFI. The 
contrasting wood trim in the 6” border is
called Dao in the Philippines, or Zebra
wood in the United States. 

The mechanism was to be pneumatic
and simple in concept, utilizing 
electromagnet/relay technology from the

turn of the 20th century as found in 
theater organs. That technology however
could be taken to a higher level of 
performance in a smaller space. 

The art glass represents an 1890's
Sunday concert in the park-- another
American tradition through the 30’s. 
The artist who designed the glass is 
Brian Lewis, a professional stained 
glass master artist who was enthusiastic
about doing the piece and studied 
the styles of dress in this period. Many
pieces of glass are shaded on the back,
detailed on the front, and fired separately,
so when the lights are on, the realism 
of the picture is delightful and stands
close scrutiny.

The piano inside is a Behning. Visible
is the mandolin rail and the top of the
player stack. Above the player stack is a
row of vertical  magnets which play the
stack valves from the note relays.

The goal of the physical layout was
simplicity and easy, quick accessibility to
everything. For instance, one person can
tune the entire instrument. Removal of
the shutters and xylophone require only
perhaps 3 minutes, and the entire facade

can be removed in less than 15 minutes
including the art glass and frames. 
Complete accessibility to all the pipe
valves in the 3 solo pipe chests (in the
three cabinets in front) does not require
removal of their pipes first. Instead, 
the bottom panels of the chests drop
away, mounted by machine bolts 
into threaded T-nut inserts. Convenience
is another feature of this orchestrion.
Maintenance and tuning could be a major 
consideration for an owner, particularly if
he were the only person to do it, so it was
designed for efficient maintenance by
only one person. 

Piano moving linear actuators on each
side of the piano work synchronously to
roll the piano back and forth, allowing
tuning and access to either front or rear.
Note the casters below the mover, which
rest over center, and so can be flipped up
or down.

continued. . .

continue. . .
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Owners of large orchestrions like this
one, reflecting on their own personal
experiences, realize what expense there 
is in owning very large instruments
requiring a day’s work, two people, and a
lot of extra floor space on the same level
close by, just to get into the bowels of
your average behemoth. Forgetting one
thing (which is also easy to do) will often
cause you to go through the entire 
exercise all over again. I’m sure that
brings back some memories. SOFI has
none of the headaches reserved for big
machines. She is a real pleasure to tune
and maintain. Tuning happens once a
year at the most. Maintenance is almost
never, but even that is not scary. To date,
maintenance has been one art glass light
bulb and a pesky UV flourescent drum
light (“Oh, what a day I had today!”).
The hundreds of relays that play the
notes, make the switching and provide
the power have never given a second’s
trouble. It’s a real pleasure.

SOFI’s solo pipes have their own
shipping crate just in case, with their own
“slots” that keeps them safe, cushioned,
and protected. She has her own tool kit
and a complete set of cables for testing,
tuning, and troubleshooting, as well as
complete, up to date documentation, and
is provided with chest stands that allow
the pipes to be set up in their own pipe
chests and tested as a complete unit, 
outside of the orchestrion for any 
reason necessary, including revoicing.

Orchestrion Scale 
and Complement

The scale of this orchestrion is 
modeled after the American “O” scale.
Now, some may complain that an “O”
roll isn’t much of a scale because it only
has 24 solo notes. 

That is exactly why it was chosen. It is
about the most flexible orchestrion scale
ever designed because it will fit the
widest variety of different orchestrion
schemes in the simplest manner, and
make for some of the easiest to arrange
music, as well as some of the most 
excellent-sounding arrangements at the
same time. This may not be immediately
apparent. At first glance, a complex scale
like the Weber might seem ideal.

With only 24 solo notes, one is able to
arrange and play any song that was ever
written, with any and all key changes.

This allows for the largest
accompaniment section
of any normal scale
orchestrion to be switched
with whatever isn’t 
contained in the solo 
section. Naturally, the
scale will also allow 
the solo to play in the
accompaniment section
and continue unnoticeably
through the solo. This 
is done much of the time in
SOFI arrangements too, just like it 
happens in an orchestra. 

There are other very good scales one
could select, but none of them seemed 
to have all the pluses of the “O” roll,
especially including the greatest endless
selection of music ever offered on
orchestrion rolls. The “H” roll might be
considered a fairly good scale for 
this purpose too, but for tonal density 
and full orchestral advantage its solo 
section is larger than needed, which 
limits the all-important range of its
accompaniment, and with only one
“snare drum beater, the most important
single percussion, the H scale cannot
mimic effortless percussion riffs. They
are fine for use in their original
machines, with original arrangements 
in which the drums supplement and
punctuate, but unlike SOFI, cannot 
be featured. Every scale has its 
characteristics. This is not a criticism 
of any scale per se, but an evaluation 
as to what would suit the requirements
best.

Because of the O-roll scale, tonal 
density and color are much richer. This 
is created primarily by how many pipes

can be playing at any given moment, 
and what those pipe scales might be. In
an instrument with only 24 pipes/solo
rank, one might wonder just how rich the
sound could be, but with 8 solo ranks,
considering the chords played, you can
have 50 or more solo pipes playing at 
any given moment. So this is a major
advantage of selecting the O roll scale.
An organ with many times this number of
pipes can seldom achieve the large tonal
density that SOFI can manage with ease
because of her coupling scheme. This

was the orchestrion idea, originally, so
that full chests were not necessary.

The paper “O” roll may also be 
modified to play 6 of the 8 multiplexes
provided in this machine. Even after 
editing a recut “O” roll with a punch 
or knife, it will not prevent that roll from
playing without any changes on any 
other “O” roll orchestrion. So if you have
several “O” machines, they will all play
the same rolls, even after those rolls are
reformatted for full SOFI multiplex.
(This scheme, by the way, takes 
advantage of the new trackerbars put 
into Player Piano Co spool frames which
contain 90 note holes instead of the usual
88, plus rewind and forward to play.)

In SOFI, there is a total of 10 ranks of
pipes. That’s 252 pipes by the way, but
these are always within the arrangement
field (unlike full compass organ chests),
such that there are ofttimes as many
notes playing at once as in a theater
organ. This is because it is mechanically
programmed and those ranges taken
advantage of, and of course can 
sometimes equal an 8 hand arrangement
instead of just 2. 

continued. . .

continue. . .



One interesting feature of SOFI’s pipe
complement is her sweet octave 
diapasons and octave sax. These are tiny
little pipes, as short as 1-1/2 inches long.
They are not brittle or screechy, and can
both carry the melody or act as a mixture
pipe. So when that particular preset is
selected, the arranger is also able to
appear to carry the melody above solo
compass in 3rds, 5ths, or 6ths to the
melody (depending on the chord), and
the little rank broadens the tonal color by
providing both these harmonics as well
as mixing with the larger melody pipes to
create a “virtual” extra rank to the ear,
that doesn’t actually exist. This idea also
saves space, arrangement work, and
makes the impression that there are more
pipes than there actually are when one
knows how they work and how to
arrange with them. To my knowledge this
idea wasn’t used before in orchestrion
design but was incorporated into SOFI
from the initial concept.

I really appreciate the help of Charles
Wilson, organist and musician, organ
builder and voicer, whom I have relied
upon to carve down some of these pipes.
When you buy a complement of 
ranks, there is just no way to assemble
them without some serious time spent 
modifying their structural characteristics
and proportional ratios so they 
complement each other and sound 
balanced together-- in all combinations.
Charles and I seemed to agree and 
we critiqued everything–  so he is a 
kindred spirit that just sort-of knows
what I’m listening for, and makes it 
happen. It was Charles who suggested
that SOFI be circle-winded to possibly
improve breathing.

Also, while I’m giving credit 
where it’s due, Bob Maes provided all 
the original pipes used in this 
instrument–  all of which came from 

theater organs. Were it not for Bob, I
would probably still be buying ranks of
pipes and yet never quite satisfied with
anything. Thanks, Bob. I really don’t
know what I would have done without
you. Just like Charles and his wife Lee, I
want everybody to know who you are.

The pipes all play from a Mohler
tremolo, which can be switched on or off
through the MIDI controller if desired.
The Blower is built by Ventus through
Aug Laughauf, a German company
which makes a very quiet machine, 
balanced and heavily built. The Ventus
blower was chosen for its capacity 
relative to size, and its silence. That
choice was a good one. They are well
worth the extra money.

The pipe chests in this instrument 
are voiced at 8” of pressure. The 
normal range is about 6 inches. The 
extra pressure does several things. First,
it allows wider dynamic range, it 
provides more harmonics, and it allows
single pipes to solo with panache, when
called for. Something else that original
orchestrions could not do. The chests are
quite large in cross-section and won’t
allow starved sections in the air flow
around the circuit, but as long as one may
take advantage of every trick there’s no
sense in risking a problem, later. 

The overall pipe complement is: 
Violins, Celeste, open Wooden Flutes,
Diapason, Flute Sax, Aeolian (floating)
reed Sax, octave Flute Sax, octave 
Diapason. The accompaniment pipe
ranks (behind the piano in Great) 
are, stopped 8 ft.Gedeckt Flutes, and 
Diapason. All solo pipes can be 
arbitrarily combined into “presets,” of
which presently there are 4. There is

however a fifth preset multiplex, reserved
for perhaps another “personality” of the
instrument sometime in the future. Since
all ranks are instantly rearrange-able at
the panel of the pipe rank box, SOFI’s
secondary personality is instantly
changeable as well.

PERCUSSION FEATURES 
The Solo Percussive instruments 

are: Piano, Mandolin effect, Wooden
Xylophone, and Metal Xylophone (called
Orchestra Bells).

The rhythm percussion and sound
effects are quick. They can split a 32nd
note They are: Snare (tap and roll), Wood
Block, Triangle, Tympani (1 & 2), 
Castanets, Tambourine, Bass Drum, 
Ride Cymbal (separate and reiterating),
Crash Cymbal, Temple Block, Cow 
Bell, Fire Gong (effect, great for 
train songs). Then there’s the Train 
Whistle (effect), Bird Whistle (effect),
and Nest of Bells (effect). Those 
three designate  live sound effects which
can only be played from the remote 
box that sits on a coffee table. The rest
play automatically.

The Orchestra Bells (with bar
dampers), are unusual, designed to be
both reiterating and single stroke. When
it solos it reiterates. But because it can
play with the xylophone too, and because
the wooden bar xylophone must reiterate,
they would not sound great reiterating
together. So the bell reiterators are
bypassed automatically by the xylophone
“on” signal when they play together.

continued. . .
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Imagine a bell- sound at the beginning of
each xylophone note. This gives each
xylophone note a “punctuated” bell-like
tone when they duet, creating a third
instrument tone combination between
them that has a bright, festive sound like
a third kind of xylophone. (This is a
device that the arranger doesn’t have to
worry about. It’s automatic, easing the
arrangements.)

THE INTERFACE
What is meant by “interface” is the

pneumatic to electric conversion that
allows rolls to be played on SOFI. It’s
basically just a set of pouches that 
operate silver wire contacts, like an old
style theater organ might do.

Electronics were not incorporated into
SOFI for a good reason. Components’
availability often have a short half-life on
shelves and quickly go to surplus, so
finding exact  replacements  might be
difficult. Nothing about this orchestrion
is electronic except the MIDI controller
which is separate and replaceable, but a
spare UM-1 Octet controller is waiting,
just in case. The MIDI controller is just a
“media” source, meaning another place
to get its music from. 

Regarding a player ’s media, all 
pneumatic music instruments old or new
are not changed or even modified by 
an interface which allows the playing of
an alternate source of music. In the case
of coin-operated pianos, for instance, an
electronic interface is simply Y’d into 

the tubing and no mechanical changes 
are required, including the coin trip. 
Only an extra electrical connection,
which is invisible and removable, at 
will. However, the option multiplies 
the opportunities to hear thousands of
times more music than ever before, and
someday when asked, “Do you ever play
all your instruments at the same time,”
you can answer Yes, and the entire room
becomes a concert stage. This is coming.
It is the dream (or nightmare) that every
collector has thought about from his first
cabinet piano, I suspect. And it doesn’t
matter how far apart the instruments may
be, thanks to MIDI.

Most of the playing is taken care of
with ordinary subminiature 2pdt relays.

They are far
quicker than
notes are, so
having one for
each note plus
a logic circuit
which is pro-
grammed to
perform all the
lock-and-can-
cels, functions,

and multiplexes automatically gives 
this instrument sureness, reliability, 
and isolation from the roll interface
stack. 

There are four removable relay 
boxes mounted on SOFI’s piano. Every
relay in the L/C Logic box has either 
a red, green, or yellow LED indicating 
its purpose and state. The relays 
are mounted pins up and all connections
soldered so that everything can be probed
without removing or touching anything.
The relay cases are pressed into 
aluminum channels which hold them
securely and allow removal. The lid of
each box contains a plastic covered 
“legend” so each can be found easily
without getting out the schematics, 
and just in case, SOFI has many spares.

There is one small exception to 
“electronics,” and that is in the remote
box. Simple little 555 timing circuits
were used to make multiplexing switches
happen with one touch of a switch. 
However, this does not compromise
SOFI, which plays without the remote
box.

The spool frames are from the Player
Piano Company. Very reliable, and play

alternately without need for a note cutout
stack, because of their smooth and quick
control of the paper. A switch provided
allows the playing of just one roll or the
other, or both alternately. Either format is
available.

One thing which has not yet been
done but is supposedly feasible, is the
ability to record O-Rolls through the
UM-1 Octet MIDI controller into the
Cakewalk program on the computer. It is
designed to allow both to be on at the
same time, a roll playing and the MIDI
recording the roll, while the interface
sends ground connections for each
switch-on event. However, MIDI files
made especially for SOFI are able to play
the instrument to its capability, so O-rolls
are no longer used.

A FEW MORE DETAILS
Not to ignore the remote box, by 

the way. You can “arrange” any music
medium as it plays by overriding the
automatic switching as it proceeds. 
You can turn on and off anything in the
instrument, manually. Say for example
you have an O-roll playing the 
instrument. You can sit in your easy chair
and add pipe ranks, percussion, and 
even do the drumming (there’s also a 
percussion cable that connects to it). 
It was envisioned for an interactive 
control for O-rolls.

The remote box controls, tunes, and
tests everything. It has double-acting
switches both on its top and bottom,
which means each switch has a dual 
purpose. The top of the box overrides  
all instruments. It can play the drums,
pipes, percussion, switches the solo
instruments, and operates special sound
effects as well as the lighting controls.
On its bottom are a full complement 
of double acting tuning switches which
are then used to tune the pipes, and other
on-board connectors allow this box to

continued. . .
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continued. . .

test virtually every function of the
machine. All cables connect to it.

The speed at which the percussions
respond is attributable to ordinary 
pneumatic valves operated with primary
magnets, but at distances only inches
away. A tried and true variation of 
Hope-Jones technology from old theater
organs, actually. There is nothing 
creatively earth-shaking about this
method of operation, and the reason these
percussion are able to play the fastest,
jazziest music effortlessly is due to 
its physical layout and dimensions, 
optimizing their response. It is very low
tech. For SOFI, reliability is everything
so if it can’t be trusted, it isn’t there.

The lighting includes standard cabinet
lighting behind clear plexiglass diffusers,
chaser bulb strings above those diffusers,
a reflector above the xylophone to double
(and reverse) the action, and black light
effects.

One black lighting effect is called the
“Aurora light.” If you have ever watched
an aurora borealis, you see undulating
lights suspended in space. Now this 
is a bit of a stretch, but you get all the
borealis colors undulating in rhythm
behind the xylophone, seemingly 
suspended. When it isn’t on, there’s a
one-way mirror obscuring it, so you see
the back of the xylophone reflected, if
anything. When it’s on, you see an eerie

variety of colors meandering behind 
the xylophone as they convolute. They
are actually plastic flourescent slinkies 
in a black light chamber. It’s silent and
curious, together with the beaters of the
percussion and other moving things
glowing under ultraviolet. All three bass
drum beater strikes are accentuated with
splashes of flourescent patterns behind
the drum skin where each beater strikes.

Activated also by the black lighting
are the raised luminescent letters on 
the drum head which spell Spirit of 
Independence.

The vacuum comes from an Ampico
rotary pump with metal connecting rods.
The box sitting on the top of the pump
contains the usual regulator, but also 
contains a complete vacuum expression
system, operated electrically, and 
provides regulated pressure from 10 to 30
inches, and unregulated pressure at about
30 inches. 

SOFI also contains a Vacuum 
Threshold Monitor, just for fun. If it is
ever necessary to check to see the lowest
value the unregulated vacuum level
dropped to, this device monitors the 
vacuum levels and holds the various low
levels it’s designed to sense. So even
after the tune has played, one is still able
to see what the lowest level of vacuum
dropped to during the song.

Most of SOFI’s electrical hardware
was surplus– except most of the 
connectors. The connectors and cable
alone cost about $1000. So if you decide
to build one for yourself, make sure you
know where to get parts, and figure
things up before you spring for it. It was
surprising how quickly costs mounted 
up. Records were kept on the cost of
everything. All components for SOFI had
to be modified or changed in some 
way just for use in the machine, so 
individually they aren’t worth much.
When building a big orchestrion (or a
small one), the components are dedicated
to that instrument and nothing else, so
they are worth little, apart from the
instrument they were intended to go into.

Other hidden costs in a big project 
like this one include time spent 
documenting and then updating all
underlying documents, schematics, 
and instructions as things evolve. The
tendency is to put it off. Then of course
the main expense after it’s all finished is

the time required to arrange the music.
That doesn’t happen quickly. Even with
pre-arranged midi music to provide the
basic arrangement from which the final
arrangement is based, it required about
20 hours work for 6 minutes of music.
When you begin with a “clean sheet of
paper,” double that time, at least. It takes
longer for most large orchestrions to get
equivalent arrangements. However when
arranging music for SOFI, it is much 
easier than for most big instruments of
this nature, and you can play it back
instantly– on SOFI, herself. So as
changes are made, you are able to hear
them in real time.

Finally there is a little “Multiplex
Box” which is used to arrange music for
SOFI. It monitors the ongoing program
with its own lights, and can also override
and insert any multiplex. It is used with a
midi sequencing program like Cakewalk.
You can listen to see if you like the
effect, and then add it to the music or try
another. SOFI will play it for you as you
make the change, on the spot. 

SOFI is a tremendous amount of fun
for us and a big hit with everybody.  They
invariably think she should be in a big
public place. I personally don’t think so.
She is in a perfect place-- right here. 
Her repertoire includes classical, 
semi-classical, popular, novelty, blues,
modern jazz, scat, marches, waltzes, and
whatever else one can think of. She seems
comfortable with about anything and 
her rhythm is infectuous. She has many
facets of personality, and thanks to 
the programmable rank preset box, her
tonality can change instantly with the flick
of a switch, while her musical capabilities
and pleasant surprises seem endless. 

If you would like to hear SOFI 
play, you can do so if you have a 
computer by going to Craig’s website at
www.player-care.com/cb/ . At this page,
click on SOFI and follow the links to find
a set of digitally mastered CD’s for sale,
or a few songs offered free.



“The exultant certainty with which 
the skips concluding the second 

movement (Schumann’s C. Major 
Fantasie Opus 17) were attacked 

must have aroused envy in the hearts 
of many of the pianists present.”

-New York Herald Tribune

Marguerite Volavy-distinguished 
concert pianist, prolific recording artist,
Ampico and QRS-Artecho editor. There
can be few serious collectors who have
not heard her name. She recorded, at 
one time or another, for American Piano,
for Welte, for Aeolian, and for QRS. 
Her recordings were issued on Ampico,
Duo-Art, Welte, Artecho, Recordo,
Soloelle, Solostyle, and QRS labels - 
and perhaps others unknown to this
writer.

But who was she? Those who knew
her agree that she was indeed a fine
pianist. She is listed among “The Great
Pianists” in Ampico catalogs, but her
name is not included in the “Official
List” of seventy-two “Most Prominent
Pianists” compiled in 1928. She was
important enough as a concert pianist to
be listed in the 1920 edition of Grove’s
Dictionary of Music and Musicians, but
she is not listed in later editions. Her
name may be a household word to most
AMICAns-Ampicophiles especially-but
when her playing is presented to others,
the usual query is, “Marguerite who?”

Marguerite Volavy, “the distinguished
Bohemian pianist,” was born on 
December 28, 1886 in Brno, Moravia, a
province in what is now Czech Republic.
She showed remarkable musical talent 
as a child, was admitted to the Vienna
Conservatory of Music at the age of
twelve, and graduated three years later
with the first prize in piano playing. After
further study with Theodor Leschetizky,
she made her debut in 1902 with the
Prague Philharmonic Orchestra. In the
next few years she made successful 
concert tours of Austria, Germany,
France, Italy, and Russia. Grove’s 
Dictionary mentions: “…from 1902

known as concert pianist throughout
Europe, since 1914 has played in 
America.”

She first visited the United States in
company with a violinist in 1906-07, and
she returned to make her home in the
United States a few years later. She
began to record for American Piano
Company in 1912, and in the following
years she appeared frequently in 
concert. The 1920 Duo-Art catalog 
mentions her “series of concerts and
recitals in the season of 1913-14.” 
And Grove’s Dictionary mentions her
New York debut as soloist with the 
Russian Symphony Orchestra on 
February 13, 1915.

Her earliest known recording is 
NOVELETTE  Op. 21, No. 1 Schumann.
This was issued early in 1912 as 
Rythmodik Record Music Rolls J1225.
Some time between 1912 and 1915,
expression coding was added to 
this recording and it was issued as 
Stoddard-Ampico 5221F. In 1918 it 
was reissued as 56935H, the number 
by which it is listed in all later Ampico
catalogs.

Like Howard Brockway, Marguerite
Volavy came to American Piano 
Company just as reproducing roll 
production was getting underway. 
And during the Stoddard-Ampico era
(1912-1915), Howard and Marguerite,
between them, account for almost half 
of the known recordings and more than
half of the known Stoddard-Ampico
issues. Perhaps taking her cue from
Howard Brockway, whose alter ego 
was Andrei Kmita, Marguerite recorded
her lighter numbers under the 
pseudonym Felix Gerdts. One cannot
help but wonder why she did not 
select a more euphonious name.

She continued to record for American
Piano Company until late 1916 or early
1917. Her last known Ampico roll during
this early period is VALSE TRISTE OP.
44, Sibelius, played by Volavy, issued as
Rythmodik Record Music Rolls J15764
late in 1916 and as Ampico 51675G in
1917. It is important to remember that 

all higher numbers 5xxxx and early
6xxxx Volavy rolls appeared after she
had left American Piano Company. Most
of these have known antecedents; “that
is, they are recordings issued earlier as
Stoddard-Ampico and/or Rythmodik
Record Music Rolls. The poor quality of
many of her 5xxxx and early 6xxxx rolls
may well be due to the fact that a good
many were coded for Ampico long after
Marguerite herself had left American
Piano Company. The notes are 
Marguerite’s, but the dynamics are 
someone else’s, inserted without 
reference to any actual performance.

After leaving American Piano 
Company, she recorded for Duo-Art and
for Welte-at least four rolls for Duo-Art
and some twenty for Welte. In 1919 the
QRS Company announced that they 
had “secured Howard Brockway and
Marguerite Volavy as exclusive artists 
for QRS rolls.” At QRS, Marguerite was
not only recording artist but also, from
about 1923 till 1926, the classical editor
for QRS Company. During this time the
company was producing 88-note QRS
rolls, expression Recordo rolls, and
reproducing Artecho rolls. It was 
during her QRS sojourn that she 
dropped Felix Gerdts in favor of a new
pseudonym: George Kerr. Her first

continue. . .
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known Kerr recording is Recordo 1136
HUMORESQUE Dvorak (Violin 
Accompaniment) issued in April 1925.
Of her twenty-eight known Artecho rolls,
twenty-seven are played by Volavy and
one by Kerr. Of her thirty-seven know
recordo rolls, thirty-two are played by
Volavy, four by Kerr, and one (four
hands) by Brockway and Volavy.

She returned to American Piano 
Company in 1926, her first late period
recording being Ampico 66273 H 
SPANISH DANCES OP. 12, NO. 1, 
C MAJOR; NO. 2, G MINOR
Moszkowski, played by Volavy, and
issued in July of that year. Her 
first Ampico roll played by George Kerr
follows a few weeks later. During her late
Ampico period, she was both recording
artist and editor. Josef Lhevinne’s
encounter with Marguerite in her 
capacity as editor (“Madame, what 
are you doing to my recording?” “I am
editing it-making corrections.” “But you
are punching holes in my recording!...”)
is related by Michael G. DuBrow and
reported by Karl Peterson in the AMICA
Bulletin, March 1972, page seven, last
paragraph.

She continued to record and edit for
Ampico till 1930 or 1931. Her last
recording (and according to some, her
finest) is her Liszt CONCERTO IN E
FLAT MAJOR issued as 70973-70983-
70993 and as LP 100775. The three-roll
set was issued in April 1932 and the LP
at about the same time. She once said
that this Liszt concerto was her favorite
concerto and that she had played it more
often than any other in concert.

After leaving Ampico (now the 
Ampico Corporation), she apparently
devoted herself entirely to teaching.
According to Emse Dawson, Ampico 
editor: “She made quite a few records
until the depression when she was let 
go (as we all were to be after that).  I did
not see her after that, but heard that she
had opened a piano studio in White
Plains, [Westchester County, New York],
near [Elmsford] where she lived.”

She was often referred to as Madame
Volavy in spite of the fact that she never
married. Emse Dawson: “You ask ‘Why
was she Madame?’ This title, as far as 
I know, is a mark of deference conferred
sometimes on someone who is in the
public eye. In Marguerite’s case, it was

undoubtedly instigated by the American
Piano Company to enhance her glamour
as a recording artist.”

And  Angleo Valerio, Ampico artist
and editor: “She was not married either
when she worked at the QRS Artecho
with Mr. Wade or with us. As to 
her being called ‘Madame’ Volavy, her
proportions were such that the term
seemed appropriate.”

Clarence Hickman: “I did know
Madame Volavy. She often came to our
laboratory to use our Ampico in her 
editing work. I think she used the
Madame in front of her name to give a
little class.”

Ted Sadlowski remembers her as 
“a very cultured woman” and says she
“spoke a fine English with a heavy
accent.” She was very fond of cats, and
according to Sadlowski, “had a collection
of twelve cats which had musical names
like Figaro, Tristan, Aida, etc.”

Marguerite Volavy is listed in 
Westchester telephone directories from
1934 through 1950, her address in the
1950 book being 68 Hartsdale Road,
Elmsford, New York. She died at the age
of 65 on July 30, 1951. Her ashes were
strewn over Grand Canyon in compliance
with her request.

She left us, as her legacy, a 
remarkable number of recordings.
Besides the Welte, Duo-Art, Artecho, and
Recordo rolls mentioned above and an
undetermined number of QRS 88-note
rolls, she recorded a phenomenal 
245 known rolls for American Piano
Company. Of these, 152 are known
Ampico issues, and 93 are known only as
Rythmodik issues. Of her 152 known
Ampico rolls, 87 are played by 
Marguerite Volavy, 45 by Felix Gerdts,
15 by George Kerr, and 5 (four hands) by
Volavy and Brockway.

Those who knew her remember 
her as “a grand dame” and as “quite an
imposing person.” She is described as
being “of ample proportions” and as “a
short buxom woman.” It is said that she
liked to play Liszt transcriptions in 
concert and that once while playing the
Wagner-Liszt LIEBESTOD, the piano
bench collapsed and she fell to the floor
of the stage. However, another bench was
brought in, and she seated herself and
started over, apparently not a bit ruffled
by the experience.

The best evaluation of her playing 
(in the opinion of the Volavy fan) is 
to be found in the 1927 Recordo catalog:
“Possessed of great pianistic talent 
and a strong, magnetic personality, she
plays with emotional intensity, all of 
her work being characterized by virility
and marked rhythms.” Although, as 
mentioned above, some of her early rolls
leave something to be desired, her 
late rolls are very fine and do indeed
“bear the imprint of a master pianist.”

1886-1951

This article was prepared with the assistance
of Ginny Billings, Ralph and Elaine 

Obenchain, Robert A. Pye, William Knorp,
Jim Elfers, Richard J. Howe, Ted Sadlowski,

Clarence Hickman, Angelo Valerio, 
Emse Dawson, and the staff of the 

White Plains Public Library.
– August 1972

Elmsford, N.Y.
April 26, 1972

Mr. Ralph R. Obenchain
The Chicago Corporation
208 So. LaSalle Street
Chicago, Ill. 60604

Dear Mr. Obenchain:
Enclosing the copies of material I had

in my possession of the late Madam
Volovay-sorry that the photo didn’t come
out a bit better-as you will note none of
the sheets carry a date, so have no idea
just when they were actually printed.

As I mentioned in our telephone 
conversation Madam passed away 
on July 30, 1951-cremated close by at
Ferncliff-Ballard-Durand of 2 Maple
Ave., White Plains, N.Y. officiated and
possibly their records might show a date
of birth-records I have show the age at
death as 65.

Have endeavored to locate some
friends-a Mrs. Agnes Anderson, 
170 Grand St., White Plains N.Y.-now
residing in Fla.; Mrs. Lillian Edmonds, 5
Lockwood Ave., Scarsdale, N.Y.-Mrs.
Jennie Sudbeaz of 142 Woodland Ave.,
New Rochelle, N.Y.

continued. . .
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These people were named in her Will
at the time-Steinway Grand Piano went
to Grasslands Hospital in Valhalla, N.Y.
Mrs. Anderson, as I mentioned in my
telephone conversation was designated as
the person to dispose of the Ashes-to be
strewn over Grand Canyon-one of her
last vacation trips was spent in that 
area and she was so impressed with the
beauty, etc., that was her request.

Also find enclosed the envelope from
my neighbor at 68 Hartsdale Rd., for Mr.
Vernon Brown inasmuch as you said you
were both working on the same project.

Your very generous check in the
amount of $25 is enclosed also-thank 
you very much but if the enclosed 
will be used in Madam’s memory it is
compensation enough.

Very truly yours,
Susan Dearman

Mrs. Chas. Dearman
8 Poplar Street

A FEW PRESS 
NOTICES

Miss Volavy gained immediate 
success through her glittering technic,
perfect evenness of the difficult 
passage work and the extreme and 
perfect brilliancy of her artistic feeling.

Julius Korngood in 
Neue Freie Presse, Vienna.

A soulful tone with manly but delicate
touch distinguished Miss Volavy’s playing. 

Berliner Tageblatt.

Miss Volavy’s infallible technic, her
impressive playing almost masculine
touch, could create only admiration. We
met one again a talent of highest order.”

“Hlas Naroda” Prague.

Miss Volavy understands the giving of
real values in her artistic and thoroughly
musicianly renditions. 

Muenchener Neueste Nachrichten.

Her playing was masterly in its
artistry and impressed the audience 
profoundly. 

Il Momento, Turin.

The certainty with which she 
overcame the greatest difficulties, her
repose, her splendid musicianship, 
gave Miss Volavy not only an undoubted
success but a great warmth of 
appreciation. 

Wiener Tageblatt.

Because of her most wonderful art 
of touch and stupendous technic-we 
can not refrain from giving our fullest
appreciation to this artist. 

Breslauer Zeitung.

Miss Volavy impressed through her
grace of manner, and her perfect technic
is of equal perfection. 

Caffara, Genoa.

Miss Volavy played the Schumann
Concerto under the wonderful direction
of Safonoff. The brilliancy of her technic,
and wonderful dramatic feeling 
combined with masculine strength
remind one of Teresa Careno.

Birzevia Vedomosti, St. Petersburg.

Miss Volavy convinced through her
grace of manner and impressive perfect
playing that she is the real artist. 

Figaro, Paris.

Miss Volavy proved to be an artist 
of rare ability. 

Montgomery Journal.

A masculine strength and brilliancy
combined with feminine delicacy and
sympathy distinguished her playing,
while her technic is irreproachable. 

Daily Item, Mobile.

Miss Volavy is a pianiste of the 
highest rank; the audience was 
enthusiastic over her work. 

Light, San Antonio.

Miss Volavy displayed true artistic
temperament and finished technic. 

Galveston Daily News.

Miss Volavy has genuine musical 
personality-and knows how to 
bring out all the artistic charms; 
she revealed astonishing technical 
qualifications together with plenty 
of brains and temperament…she 
is no doubt one of the most masterly 

and striking pianistes ever heard here. 
Dallas Morning News

The concerto introduced a pianistic,
Marguerite Volavy,-well like by the 
audiences. She responded to insistent
applause by an encore. 

New York Times.

The solo part of the concerto was 
rendered by Marguerite Volavy in a 
thoroughly interesting style. 

New York Sun.

Miss Volavy played in a brilliant manner. 
New York Herald.

Madame Volavy is an accomplished
artist who plays with animation and skill. 

The Times.

Marguerite Volavy, the Bohemian
pianist, proved herself a most capable
artist. Skill, precision and brilliance are
hers, and in her playing there is no sign
of feminine indecision. 

The Tribune.

Madame Marguerite Volavy is a
pianiste of more than ordinary ability
who combines a fine musical feeling with
technical proficiency. 

New York Herald.

PRESS
The New York Times

MARGUERITE VOLAVY
PLAYS.

Pianist displays Qualities of a True 
Artist in Town Hall Recital.

Marguerite Volavy, a pianist who has
been absent from the local concert 
stage for six years or more, returned in a
recital yesterday afternoon at the town
Hall. She is an artist who has many
admirable gifts, chief of which are 
a singing tone, a marked sense of 
rhythm and a fleetness of touch that 
gave especial brilliancy to the classic
items which opened her program. These

continued. . .
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EOLIAN PIPE
ORGAN

were the Gluck-Sgambati “Melodie,”
Mozart’s sonata in D and the 
Bach-d’Abert Prelude and Fugue in D.

Schumann’s Fantasie, Op. 17, likewise
received a performance of notable
warmth and virtuosic power, especially 
in its stirring second movement. There
were moments when the pianist’s tone
hardened from occasional forcing, but 
the phrasing and general outlines of 
the work were at all times those of a 
true artist. The remainder of the program
comprised Brahm’s Romanze in F 
and the Capriccio in B minor; Chopin’s
Prelude, Op. 45; the Mazurka in F sharp
minor and the Waltz, Op. 42; two 
Preludes of Rachmaninoff, two “Fairy
Tales,” by Medtner, and Liapunoff ’s
“Lesghinka.” Miss Volavy was recalled
many times by an enthusiastic audience
and added several encores.

NEW YORK HERALD 
TRIBUNE

Mme. Volavy in Recital Offers 
Fine Performance

Pianist at Town Hall After Long
Absence From Concert Work

After an absence of some years, 
Marguerite Volavy returned to the concert
platform in a recital of piano music at 
Town Hall yesterday afternoon. The 
Bach-d’Albert Prelude and Fugue in D
Major, which closed the first group on 
the program, received a notably fine 
performance. The architectural structure
was apparent throughout and the climax,
cannily built up, revealed a rare command
of bravura octaves and orchestral tone,
never unaesthetic in quality.

Sgambati’s transcription of the flute
melody from Gluck’s “Orpheus” seemed 
to us too slow in tempo and too near the
borderline of sentimentality to do justice to

the spirit of “Beyond Good and Evil,”
which emanates from its chaste tones. 
Nor was the Mozart Sonata in D Major so
well suited to Mme. Volavy’s full-blooded
style. With the restraint which she therein
imposed upon herself, she concomitantly
introduced an amorphousness of contour
which was not beneficial to her otherwise
delicate interpretation.

The truly great artistic stature of 
the pianist evinced itself most fully in
Schumann’s C Major Fantasie Opus 17.
The striking individuality, the glowing
emotional and imaginative gifts, as well 
as a superb mastery of the many technical
difficulties all combined to provide a 
performance suffused with poetry 
and ardor. The exultant certainty 
with which the skips concluding the 
second movement were attacked must 
have aroused envy in the hearts of many 
of the pianists present. The program 
included pieces by Brahms, Chopin, 
Rachmaninoff, Medtner and Liapounov.
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The Aeolian Pipe Organ played at the
Butchart Gardens is an early twentieth
century residence instrument equipped
with its own pneumatic player. Built in
the early 1920’s by the Aeolian Company
of New York this model, once owned by
Vancouver department store owner, Chris
Spencer, is identical to one owned by 
R. P. Butchart and installed in his 
residence here at Benvenuto. Fully
playable manually, this organ boasts 
just under one thousand individual 
pipes, a set of twenty tubular chimes and

a forty-nine note percussive
harp. Paper organ rolls 
display the virtuoso ability 
of the automatic player to
reproduce complex orchestral
works. 

The photograph shows
Christopher Ross, great-
grandson of the Butcharts,
and friends at the keyboard 
of the refurbished Aeolian
Pipe Organ which he helped
to restore.

National Post 
Saturday, July 31, 2004
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MPICO MUSIC
CABINETS

In 1979, I attended my first AMICA
convention in Philadelphia, PA. At 
Wanamaker’s Department Store, we
heard a concert on the Grand Court
organ, then took a side trip to the third
floor piano department to see a Marshall
and Wendell Ampico piano and a William
and Mary Ampico roll cabinet, Style 8D.
This cabinet was very dark brown
mahogany with hand painted floral
designs on the two doors. It was the first
Ampico roll cabinet I’d ever seen. The
piano was for sale, but the cabinet was a
store fixture. We were told it had been
there since the 20’s or early 30’s.

I’ve been wanting to write an article
about Ampico roll cabinets ever since I
bought one in 1983, but I’ve discovered
factory literature and other information
on these receptacles for our Ampico
recordings is almost non-existent.

In Ampico magazines from late 1924
and some of the Ampico bulletins starting
in May 1927, the American Piano 
company show most models available.
Today there seem to be few surviving
examples even in the hands of Ampico
collectors. I have personally seen about
three dozen to date. Over the years, 
I know of only four or five which have
been offered to collectors of which only
half can be accounted for today.

From 1975 to 1988, a company called
Bill Edgerton’s Mechanical Music 
Instruments sold automatic music
machines. Bill also offered three 
Ampico roll cabinets: an Italian 
Renaissance style with a Philco radio, 
a mahogany Style 9, and a walnut Style 
9 which is the model I currently own.

The accompanying photos illustrate
some of the styles of cabinets produced.
General dimensions are 15” deep, 28”
wide, and 58” high. Some on short legs
are only 48” high. Following is a brief
description of all Ampico roll cabinet
models.

Italian Renaissance (Style 3) models
are probably the most abundant. These
were bought as companion pieces for
hand carved pianos such as the Mason &

Hamlin from Milan, Italy. They were 
also used with other art-cased Ampico
and Duo-Art models. The walnut 
cases are richly decorated. Carved in the
Italian style, they represent the top of 
the line in craftsmanship and design. 
Two upper hand carved medallions
resemble the profiles on roman silver
coins. The two lower doors are carved
with heraldic shields. There are slight
variations in these carvings, and some
cabinets have additional carvings. There
are also major differences in the color of
all existing units. Some are light honey
walnut, and others are much darker. 
No matter which color or carving it has,
if you have one of these, you have a 
treasure. Some of these models have 
the Ampico decal, and some do not.
Hence, some may have been sold to 
non-Ampico owners. Decals, located 
on the upper right hand door, are the
same as those used on the lower right
hand corner of the fallboard of the later
Ampico pianos.

Louis XV (Style 5) cabinets are also
abundant. This style was possibly the
most popular of all art case piano styles.
It was available in walnut and mahogany
cases with rosewood center panels 
and highly decorated green or antique red
lacquer painted in the Italian style. This
painted style is the most rare; only two
are known to date. The dimensions of
this style are the same as Style 3. 

Louis XIV (Style 1) cabinets are very
hard to find. The Louis XIV case style
was very popular, but matching roll 
cabinets are scarce. The well made Louis
XIV cabinets have two long doors on 
top and two short doors on the bottom.
The arrangement is the opposite of 
the Italian Renaissance style. They still
hold 110 recordings, and maybe a 
few monthly bulletins. Doors on the
Louis XIV model have beautiful 
carved moldings around the center 
diamond pattern veneered in rosewood.
Small rosettes decorate the corners of the
top two doors. Shorter versions of this
cabinet were made with six-inch instead

of fifteen-inch legs. Although less 
decorated than their taller brothers, these
have the same storage capacity.

On the Italian Renaissance, Louis XV,
and Louis XIV cabinets, most of the
hardware is similar, if not the same.
There are no doorknobs, only keyholes.
The key, usually in the form of a double
dolphin, serves as a door pull.

Colonial (Style 9) cabinets may have
been the style that could be used with 
any and all semi-art cases and standard
pianos because it is fairly plain. These
cabinets are walnut or mahogany 
in a variety of colors. Style 9D was 
decorated, and its floral hand painted
doors could be very handsome. On each
door, there is a small brass doorknob
sporting flowers in the center. This model
has no lock or key.

The Ampico Secretary (Style 30) was
the top of the line model. Not only a 
cabinet for your rolls, it also doubled 
as a very useful writing desk. Made for
the ladies of the home and appointed
with hand paintings, it could surely 
be the focal point in any well-furnished
living room. Style 30 cabinets are 
Louis XV style made of two tone walnut
hand carved with painted decoration. 
The slant front desk has four small 
drawers and pigeon holes for letters. 
This cabinet was mainly designed to
match the Mason & Hamlin pianos 
with similar carving on the legs. It could
also be sold to accompany a Knabe 
or Chickering. Only three examples of
this style are known.

Another Secretary (Style 35) was a
Sheraton style desk in complete contrast
to the higher style of the Style 30. 
The two upper doors display bold 
multi-patterned cross-grained figured
mahogany. The lower doors are of the
same wood, but do not have the bold
look of the top doors. The two secretary
style roll cabinets are the only ones
which may be able to house the Ampico
jumbo rolls. This secretary style roll 
cabinet is the only ones which may be
able to house the Ampico jumbo rolls.

By Jerry Biasella



This secretary style is the rarest of the
rare. As of this writing, there is only one
example known of the Style 35; it was
found in East Rochester, N.Y., home of
the American Piano Company Factories.

In addition to these models, there is
evidence that Ampico also offered Styles
24, 25, and 28. All were lowboy console
style, and Style 28 had a Spanish 
influenced design. However, there are 
no formal factory photos or literature
known regarding these pieces.

Those of us who have been members
of AMICA for 25 years or more 
might remember a section of the AMICA
Bulletin titled “Instruments” which began
in 1971. Members were encouraged to
send in photos of their pianos and/or 
roll cabinets. This section lasted a few
years and yielded a few early photos of
Ampico roll cabinets. Recently, while
reading through some of my original
Duo-Art monthly roll bulletins, I saw a
photo in the May 1927 issue of S. L.
Rothafel, ROXY movie theater owner in
New York city, sitting at his Steinway
Duo-Art Spanish art case playing a roll.
Just over his shoulder is an Ampico 
Italian Renaissance roll cabinet. Did 
Aeolian buy these cabinets from Ampico
Piano Company? Or did all fine piano
retail shops sell these rolls cabinets? Of
course, all piano shops sold these roll
cabinets, whether Ampico, Duo-Art or
Welte. Maybe this explains why some
have the Ampico decal and some do not.

Who made Ampico roll cabinets? The
manufacturer of these cabinets is a 
slight mystery, as there are many possible
cabinet shops across the East and 
Midwest. Herzog Company of Grand
Rapids, Michigan; Udell Works 
Company of Indianapolis, Indiana; 
and Henry Holtzman & Sons of 
Columbus, Ohio all made phono cabinets
for 78 records, roll cabinets and 
sheet music cabinets. None of the 
Ampico cabinets have markings on them:
not a paper label, not a brand mark, not
even a brass tag. So, who made them?

Allen Mueller from Rochester, New
York, has been collecting Ampico 
literature for several years. When I posed
the question to him, he said no clear 
factory records still remain. However,
one clue may be in a story he related to
me. Allen knew the son of the Chickering
division’s then supervisor. The son  told

Allen that his father had been given 
a Style 35 Louis XV secretary desk by
the Bernard & Simmonds Furniture
Company, then located in East Rochester,
New York. This company was known to
have supplied music desks and piano
benches to the Ampico Piano Company.
Could Bernard and Simmonds have also
supplied the roll cabinets? Although
some factory ledgers and other records
still survive, nothing proves this theory.
If anyone reading this can help by 
looking at your cabinets to see if there is
a mark, please let the author know.

I would like to thank the following
members for their knowledge and help
either with photos or printed materials for
this article: 

Allen H. Mueller  . . . .New York
Dick Howe  . . . . . . . . . . . .Texas
William Knorp . . . . . .California
Frank Malfitana  . . . . .New York
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(Photo 1981)  AMPICO ROLL CABINET with
Philco Radio, circa 1930. Ampico roll cabinets
are rare. They are rarer when they are in a
carved, Italian Renaissance walnut cabinet, but
how many were there that also had a dealer
installed radio in the upper compartment? This
is in beautiful original condition. The radio is a
Philco Model 91 of 1930 vintage. The radio is
not working, and we believe that a bad 
capacitor is at fault! The original owners
bought it with a matching Mason & Hamlin
Ampico in 1930, and the piano dealer who also
sold Philcos, installed the radio with the deal.
Most rare, very desirable.

Stock Number M-2825-50-C $2,000.00

(Photo from 9/1924 AMPICO Bulletin) A 
Cabinet for Ampico Recordings

The illustration shows a beautiful cabinet, 
specially designed to contain one hundred and
ten Ampico recordings. It is made in mahogany

with matched mahogany band around the doors, this decorative feature being repeated in the 
diamond in the center of the panels.

In design, its restraint is in keeping with the Ampico grands and uprights in the regular 
styles. The cabinet is four feet high, two and one-half feet wide and fifteen inches deep, and is 
a beautiful piece of furniture in addition to supplying a convenient receptacle for Ampico 
recordings. It may be had of all Ampico dealers.

This bulletin with the January 1923 Catalog supplies a COMPLETE LIST of all Ampico 
Recordings to date.
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Ampico cabinet w/“The Ampico
decal” cr. 1924

Italian Renaissance Ampico roll 
cabinet at Jim Krughoff’s -1929?

Louie XV
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May 1994 Ampico 
cabinet (Piano Roll)
Style: Louis XV (No. 5)
Holds 110 rolls 
(2 cabinets) Introduced:
Oct. 1926 Mahogany
with rosewood panels.
Hand-carved.

Louis XV secretary desk

1 of 2: Louis XV Ampico piano
roll cabinet Louis XV Style 5

Mahogany with rosewood panels.
Introduced: October 1926 

Holds 110 rolls (one of two) 
Pair of cabinets Louis XV 

Style 5 May 1994

Louis XVI-short legs



Richard Z. Vance 
1 9 3 8 - 2 0 0 4

Richard’s daughter Rachel has sent some
detail to give a picture of the man to those

who only met him away from home:

My dad was born July 7, 1938 in 
Pittsburgh. He went to Carnegie Tech
(now Carnegie Mellon University) 
here in Pittsburgh. Then, he joined the
army and served during Vietnam. After
returning home, he met and married 
Barbara, and they settled in the suburbs

of Pittsburgh. My dad worked as an 
electrical engineer. My brother, Douglas
was born in l975. I came along in 1976.
Our mother passed away after a brief 
battle with cancer in 1976. My father
continued working for the same 
company, it got bought out several times,
the most recent being Kvaerner.

My dad’s sister has art work that 
my dad drew as a child depicting the
inside of factories, automobiles, pianos,
organs in great detail. She actually did 
a college project on my dad because he
was so gifted. He fixed his first piano at
the age of 12. Through college, he earned
money by fixing or tuning pianos. I don’t
know when he bought his first…they
were always just there in our house. 
He bought his pipe organ completely 
disassembled in 1984. He would work 
on it every free minute, then get 
sidetracked with a new project or he
would have to travel for work. I don’t
know how he amassed such a collection
of rolls, either. They just appeared out 
of nowhere. In his house, he has the pipe
organ, several pianos, and more in the
garage and a storage locker.

Every year, he looked forward to his

trip to Europe and would come back with
many pictures. He didn’t really have  any
other hobbies, this took up most of his
time! He always enjoyed a good laugh
watching Monty Python or Benny Hill,
though!

Sadly, the pipe organ still stands
unfinished, but to look at the work that
went into getting this far is amazing.

My dad was also a very proud 
Grandpa, too!

Rachel Mitlo

Gary Sage 
1 9 4 1 - 2 0 0 4

Gary Sage, born in Carmel and who
was considered by many locally and
abroad to be the foremost piano restorer

continued. . .

continue. . .
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Colonial open
showing
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Gary with son David.
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in the country if now worldwide, died
this last week peaceably, of an illness he
struggled with for many years. His 
parents, A. Lee Sage and Emma Joanne
Sage, along with Jake Stock, were an
integral part of the foundation of world
famous Monterey Jazz. Many people did
not realize that Gary was one of the finest
stride jazz pianist of our generation. He
often played the local festivals packing
the audience to the walls.

Gary was considered in his field to not
be merely gifted, but a true genius. He
was most definitely a prodigy tuning for
the Carmel Bach Festival for over 25
years, beginning at the age of 14. 
Steinway and Sons, the world’s most
prestigious piano company would often
call Gary for advice on piano building.
He was one of the few craftsmen left who
actually knew the mavericks in the field
of piano building. Alfred Knight of
Knight Pianos, London, England, heard
the rumors of this young man building
and restoring and flew here just to
observe his techniques. Much much more
can be said about this remarkable man.
Many articles have previously appeared
in the Monterey Herald and Gary has
been featured on T.V., one with his 2 year
old son playing a player organ in his leg-
endary instrument museum once housed
in Monterey.

Gary is survived by his former wife,
musician and writer Katherine Cameron
Sage, and his only son, Elijah Merlin
David Sage, aged 9, who is a gifted 
student at the International School of
Monterey. 

Gary held the Sage Coat of Arms that
is anciently traced to St. David of Wales,
an ancient King himself, and reputedly
the uncle of the legendary King Arthur.
Both he and his son at one time made a
‘pilgrimage’ to the ancient town of St.
David’s where the Sage name is carved
in the Cathedral Walls.

A small quiet memorial service will be
held at the Church of the Wayfarer this
Saturday, July 10 at 11 a.m.

Maverick tuner: Perfect
pitch and the perfect

soundboard

By Anne Papineau 
The Camel Pine Cone July 9, 2004

Blessed with perfect pitch, dedication
to the craft of piano tuning and 
restoration, and an accomplished 
musician in his own right, Gary L. Sage
died June 29 following a lengthy illness.
He was 62.

Mr. Sage was born in Carmel, the son
of Lee Sage, a former jazz player turned
piano technician, and Emma Joanne
Sage. His parents, along with Jake Stock,
were integral members of the Monterey
jazz community.

Under his father’s tutelage, Mr. Sage
studied piano tuning and repair from an
early age.

“By the time Gary was 12 or 13, he
had so far surpassed his father’s skills
that the father virtually became an
apprentice to his son,” said Lyn Bronson
of Carmel, who teaches intermediate and
advanced piano at CSU Monterey Bay.

For more than 25 years, beginning 
at age 14, Mr. Sage tuned keyboard
instruments for the Carmel Bach Festival.

“Gary had a form of perfect pitch-
recognizing instantly the pitch of any
tone he hears-that was the best I have
ever known,” said Bronson. “Gary could
rub the brass windings of a bass piano
string or scratch a piece of paper and

immediately identify its pitch. This was
no mere parlor trick, for he perfected and
used this knowledge in the acoustic
redesign of pianos in the rebuilding
process.”

“Steinway and Sons, the world’s most
prestigious piano company, would often
call Gary for advice on piano building,”
said his former wife, Katherine.

“He was also controversial,” added
Bronson, “for he sometimes redesigned
the stringing of Steinway pianos.”

“Once, in the rebuilding of an 1893
vintage Steinway concert grand piano 
for us, he replaced the original tired
soundboard with one he had constructed
himself. As an example of his fanatical
attention to detail, he learned that 
this vintage Steinway used Adirondack
Sitka spruce, which is cheaper and more
prevalent in piano constructed today. Not
only did he search far and wide for the
Adirondack spruce lumber stock, but 
he constructed a special room in his
workshop that was hermetically sealed
and with constant temperature-humidity
fluctuation in which the new soundboard
could properly season before being
installed.”

Bronson said Mr. Sage worked for
him as recently as last month.

Katherine Sage recalled that Alfred
Knight of Knight Pianos in London, flew
here just to observe the techniques of the
maverick builder and restorer.

Mr. Sage was a founding member 
of AMICA, the Automatic Musical
Instrument Collectors Association, and
was a gifted stride jazz pianist. For a time
Mr. Sage also accompanied screenings of
silent films that were commissioned by
Warner Bros. Studios, and he had the
opportunity to play for legendary movie
producer Hal Roach.

In addition to his former wife, he is
survived by a son, Elijah Merlin David,
age 9, of Monterey. Father and son
enjoyed a journey to the town of St.
David’s in Wales, where the ancient Sage
name is carved in the cathedral walls.

A memorial service for Mr. Sage will
begin at 11 a.m. Saturday, July 10 at 
the church of the Wayfarer, Lincoln and
Seventh, Carmel-by-the-Sea.

continued. . .



New Releases from David Caldwell
400 Lincoln Lake Ave., N.E. Lowell, MI 49331   •   Phone: (616) 897-5609   •   DavidWFrom Mi@webtv.net

52804D-LIMBER JACK. 1-STEP, RICHARDSON-JOSEPH, P/B VICTOR ARDEN.
A Rare & outstanding 1-Step for piano played by great Victor Arden. This is an incredibly rare and sought after snappy early num-
ber from the ragtime era. This type of music is almost nonexistent for the Ampico.

213701-STAR DUST. PARISH-CARMICHAEL, P/B EMSE DAWSON.
The Hoagy Carmichael standard known to any one who ever watched an old movie or listened to a big band. Emse Dawson was on
the later Ampico artists and editors and does a superb job playing this ballad for you.

207931E-THE BIRTH OF THE BLUES, “GEO WHITE’S SCANDALS”, FOXTROT, C MAJOR, HENDERSON. P/B ADAM
CARROLL.

40063B-SLAUGHTER ON TENTH AVENUE, RICH ROGERS, ARR/Pb WM. FLYNT.
Richard Rogers wrote this as a dance number for Fred Astaire, used in the movie. A long playing roll that has the complete piece
with all the terrific mood changes. You can visualize Fred going through his routine.

209653F-ARE YOU LONESOME TONIGHT? TURK-HANDMAN, P/B LEE SIMS
Well we can be thankful to Elvis for something. He made this song famous and the Lee Sims style really sets this one off! 
Beautifully played!

EW PIANO
ROLLS & RECUTS

AMPICO NEW RELEASES & NEW RECUTS

713065 Oh Lady Be Good, FoxTrot. Gershwin, P/B Freddie Rich.
713286 The Birth of the Blues, “Geo White’s Scandal’s 1926”. Fox T. Henderson. Arr/Pb Allen Moran.
713024 Somebody Loves Me, “Scandals”. FoxTrot Gershwin. P/B Denny & Rich.
713291 Me Too. FoxTrot. Wood-Tobias-Sherman. Arr/Pb Mering & Milne.

DUO-ART ROLLS - NEW RELEASES

New from Magic Melodies & Keystone
360 Lawless Road, Jamestown, KY 42629   •   Phone: (270) 343-2061

AMPICO
AMPICO 81001-U ALLEGRO-by Scarlatti; transcribed by

Godowsky. Played by Gertrude Huntley Green. 

AMPICO 81002-U THROUGH EYES OF LOVE-Minuet-
played by the composer, Wilbur Chenoweth.

AMPICO 81003-U CONCERTO, OP. 25 G MINOR 1ST MVT-
by Mendelssohn. Played by Leo Ornstrein.

61003 Cupid’s Frolic-by Walter E. Miles; played by Andrei
Kmita.

58044 The Canary’s and Nightingale’s Warbles-by Edvard
Holst; played by Morris Simon.

60911 Valse Viennoise-played by the composer, George Smith.

69733 Nocturne-played by the composer, Wilbur Chenoweth.

AMPICO 58327 SYMPHONY NO. 5 Op. 67, C Minor, Mvt.1

AMPICO 59323 SYMPHONY NO. 5 Op. 67, C Minor, Mvt. 2,
Part 1.

AMPICO 59333 SYMPHONY NO. 5 Op. 67, C Minor, Mvt. 2,
Part 2.

AMPICO 60213 SYMPHONY NO. 5 Op. 67, C Minor, Mvt. 3;
Mvt. 4, Part 1.

AMPICO 60223 SYMPHONY NO. 5 Op. 67, C Minor, Mvt. 4,
Part 2.

continue. . .
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Robin Pratt:  Artist Choice Music Rolls
www.wiscasset.net/artcraft/pratt.htm

pianola@cros.net
Phone: (419) 626-1903

Rob Deland:  Blues Tone Rolls
www.bluesrolls.com

rdeland@bluesrolls.com
Phone: (847) 548-6416

Steve Bentley:  Playrite Music Rolls
1536 N. Palm St.,

Turlock, CA 95380 U.S.A.
Phone/Voice: (209) 632-5784

Fax: (209) 667-8241

Tim Baxter:  Meliora Music Rolls
www.members.aol.com/meliorarol/index.htm

meliorarol@aol.com

David Saul:  Precision Music Rolls
1043 Eastside Road

El Cajon, CA 92020-1414
davesaul@pacbell.net

David Caldwell
400 Lincoln Lake Ave., N.E. 

Lowell, MI 49331
Phone: (616) 897-5609

DavidWFrom Mi@webtv.net

Magic Melodies & Keystone
360 Lawless Road

Jamestown, KY 42629
Phone: (270) 343-2061

Leedy Brothers Music Rolls
4660 Hagar Shore Road

Coloma, MI 49038
www.leedyrolls.com

Phone: (269) 468-5986
Fax: (269) 468-0019

Larry Norman:  Rollertunes
www.home.earthlink.net/~rollertunes

rollertunes@earthlink.net
Phone: (504) 721-7188

PLEASE VISIT THESE SUPPLIERS OF RECUT ROLLS

69071 Prelude “Nine Preludes” Op. 1, No. 7- by Karol 
Szymanowski. Played by Leo Podolsky.

71021 Cradle Song-played by the composer, Alexander 
MacFadyen.

70161 Le Petit Ane Blanc (The Little White Donkey) - by Ibert;
played by Benno Moiseiwitsch.

AMPICO 61163 SONATA, Op. 22, G Minor, Mvt. 1-by Robert
Schuman. Played by Mischa Levitzki.

AMPICO 61323 SONATA, Op. 22, G Minor, Mvts. 2 and 3- by
Robert Schuman. Played by Mischa Levitzki.

AMPICO 61693 SONATA, Op. 22, G Minor, Mvt. 4- by Robert
Schuman. Played by Mischa Levitzki.

69581 Non E Ver (“Tis Not True”)- by Tito Mattei; transcription
by Lange. Played by George Kerr (Marguerite Volavy). 

AMPICO 68433 ZIEGFELD FOLLIES-Selections No. 1

AMPICO 68523 ZIEGFELD FOLLIES-Selections No. 2

61101 In Poppyland- by Fred G. Albers; played by Felix Gerdts.

69101 The Fountain-played by the composer, John Steinfeld.

AMPICO 57063 ELEANOR-by Jessie L. Deppen; played by
Andrei Kmita.

AMPICO 67241 POLLY-by J. C. Zamecnik; played by J. 
Milton Delcamp.

60383 The Herd Girl’s Dreams, OP. 45-by August Labitzky;
played by Andrei Kmita.

AMPICO 61811 A GRINGO TANGO, No. 3-played by the
composer, Eastwood Lane.

61391 TEST ROLL-for the Model “A” Ampico 

88 NOTE PLAYER PIANO ROLLS
Top Hat 0050 Roaring Twenties: 1) Roll ‘Em Girls 2) Mary

Ann

Top Hat 0052 Notoriety Ray-plyd by K. Widmer

Top Hat 0053 Yale Blues- plyd by Vivian Ellis

Top Hat 0054 Rufenreddy-plyd by composer, Roy Bargy.

Top Hat 0055 Pianoflage-plyd by composer, Roy Bargy.

Top Hat 0056 Nanette-plyd by composer, Adam Carroll.

Top Hat 0057 You Do Something To Me-by Cole Porter;  plyd
by Harry Shipman.

Top Hat 0058 Fox Trot Medley: Smiles; Whispering; Japanese
Sandman; Margie; Avalon. Played by Arden and Carroll.

Top Hat 0059 1920s Ragtime Medley: 1) Hot Hands Rag; 2)
Harlem Strut. From Melodee Rolls 1282 and 1281

Top Hat 0060 Irving Berlin Medley: Alexander’s Ragtime
Band; Marie; I Love A Piano; Always. From Melodee Roll
153.

Top Hat 0061 Cecilia- by Ruby and Dreyer. From Melodee Roll
1053.

Top Hat 0062 Collegiate- by Jaffe and Bonx; from Melodee
Roll 1258.

Top Hat 0063 Maple Leaf Rag- by Scott Joplin; from Melodee
Roll 1263.

Top Hat 0064 Kitten on the Keys-by “Zez” Confrey. From
Melodee Roll 1268

Klav. E3338 I’ll See You In My Dreams-Isham Jones; plyd by
Lee Sims.

Klav. EE330 Flying Moments-L. Livens.

Klav. EE339 Old Pal-plyd by Lee Sims
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News
From

The Chapters

On Sunday, June 20th, H.C. and Marlene Beckman
hosted a delicious brunch followed by a chapter meeting at
their home in Berryton, KS. Members all agreed that the
Beckman's had done a great job of arranging for the rally and
Saturday evening dinner.

John and Barbara Washburn of Grain Valley, MO will
host the next Heart of America rally and Chapter meeting 
the weekend of September 10th, 11th, and 12th. Members 
are in for a fun filled weekend. On Friday evening members
will attend the parade of the Concordia Comical Crew in 
Concordia, MO. On Saturday members will play for an organ
rally in conjunction with the annual Concordia Fall Festival
followed by dinner at the festival Beer Garden. After dinner
members will drive to the Washburn's home for an evening 
of fun and 40's music by the Vintage Musical Singers. Sunday
morning members will be back at John and Barbara's for
brunch followed by a chapter
meeting.

HEART OF AMERICA CHAPTER
Reporter: Kay Bode

President: Tom McAuley

Tom McAuley, Hutchinson,
KS, shows off his colorful 
and patriotic street organ.

JoJo the mechanized monkey
is always a big hit at rallies.

JoJo belongs to Linda and
Galen Bird of Grandview,

MO.

On stage at Gage Park, Charlie Tyler, Kansas City,
Mo, listens to Roger Stumfoll, Pittsburg, KS, sing

accompanied by one of his "talking machines".

Roadhouse Surprise!  Gary Craig's wife Cynthia toted a
birthday cake from St. Louis, MO, for the occasion.  Billie

Railsback, Hutchinson, KS, admires the decorations. 

Popcorn on the table helped
stave off hunger pangs for 

Robbie Tubbs, Adam Tubbs, 
and Charlie Tyler all from

Kansas City, MO, and Roger
Stumfoll, Pittsburg, KS, and 

H.C. Beckman, Berryton, 
KS, as they waited for 

the real food.
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SOUTHERN CHAPTER
Reporter: Shirley Nix

President: Frank Nix - (818) 884-6849

July 10 and 11 was the time for our last meeting, starting
off at the lovely hilltop home of Jim and Caroyl Westcott.
Their home has a wonderful view, and the home itself is 
comfortable and pleasant, with a large music room built next
to the house. (Of course, there are music machines in the
house, too.)

The Westcotts have been stalwart members for a long
time, always coming out for the organ rallies, and never 
missing a meeting if it was possible for them to make it. Jim
was president of our chapter a few years ago, and he put on
some fascinating programs while in office.

The Westcotts have amassed a lovely collection, but are
regrettably are having to move out of the area due to health
considerations. This means they have the house and collection
for sale, so this was our last chance to see the instruments
together as a collection.

Their instruments include a Carl Frei 90 key Dutch
Organ, a 43 Key Bruder with lots of rolls, a 54 Key band
organ with MIDI, a 72 key DeCap Organ, a 60 key DeCap
with MIDI, a Tanzabar Accordion, A Knabe Reproducing
piano, a Hofbauer monkey organ, and the famous (in this area,
at least) Pell organ mounted on a gold cart customized to look
like a miniature fire truck. Add to that an Allen Theater
Organ, and you have the makings of a grand meeting.

All the instruments were for sale at this meeting, and 
several were sold to our members. There are probably a few
left, and the prices are reasonable, so if you are interested get
in touch with Jim.

Jim also had a German band organ, good sized, needing
some restoration, which he generously donated for a 
drawing…that’s right…a free organ! That doesn’t happen
very often, although several people asked if others were going
to follow suit, thinking it would be nice to have that happen at
every meeting…of course, no one wanted to be the one to
donate, only to win.

Anyone interested in the organ signed up, and at the
appropriate time a number was drawn out of Jim’s hat, and
Jack Conway was the lucky winner. The only requirement
was that the organ had to be moved out in a short period of
time.

We spent the day enjoying the music, then went to dinner
at a fine Mexican restaurant. When dinner was over most of
us went back up to the house, where Jim put on a wonderful
concert on the Allen organ. It was a really enjoyable day, and
we went to sleep that night with wonderful music rolling

around our heads, with the thought that Sunday would add to
the fun.

Sunday at 1:00 we ventured over to Santa Maria to
“Doug’s Piano Parlor”. Doug Mussell had a printing shop,
and on retirement converted it to a museum for his 
and Audrey’s instruments. They host luncheons and civic
events three, and Audrey puts on a really entertaining comedy
routine, which she did for us.

The room is surrounded by orchestrions, including a
Mills Violano, a Wurlitzer B, a Wurlitzer CX, a Seeburg K
with pipes, A Mason-Hamlin Ampico A reproducing piano,
and a Mason & Hamlin Welte Red Roll upright piano. Again,
we enjoyed the music and the fellowship.

This was a wonderful meeting, and we thank both the
Westcotts and the Mussells for their hospitality and warmth.
We owe a special vote of thanks, though, to Jim and Caroyl
for setting up the whole thing and arranging the dinner and
the visit to Doug and Audrey’s Piano Parlor. We will miss
them when they move, and hope they will keep in touch. They
will be in Northern California, so perhaps that chapter will be
lucky enough to have them as members.

Jim and Caroyl Westcott,
our Saturday hosts

Jack Conway holds his 
winning number (15) with 
Jim and Caroyl Westcott in
front of the raffle organ.

Richard & Beverly Ingram.
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Doug and Audrey Mussell, our Sunday hosts.

Mike Argain 
and Frank Nix

S.O.W.N.Y. CHAPTER
Reporter: Garry Lemon

President: Mike Walter- (716) 656-9583

July 2004-Summer Gathering
Photography by-Nancy Group and Anne Lemon

July in SOWNY territory brings the seasonal promise 
of summer mid day activities such as outdoor picnics and 
barbecues. Anne’s colorful gardens provided the backdrop for
fellow members to sit back, chat and simply enjoy this
favorite time of year. Several members have been on the golf
course, traveling to the theatre and outdoor concerts, cleaning
and prepping their hobby cars, getting their growing students
ready for college or tending to the grandchildren!

Pot-luck favorites such as summer salads, carrot 
casserole, vegetables and dip, pea-meal bacon, delicious 
vegetable chips and fresh Niagara cherries were appreciated.
The highlight, though, was the dessert table-pecan pie from
Colin’s favorite Toronto bakery, white and dark chocolate
chips home made by Nancy and Irish scones from an ancient
and authentic recipe baked by Mike.

Before the short business meeting, President Mike 
introduced and welcomed two new members-Daniel 
Tenerowicz and Audrey Cannizzaro. Daniel is an 
enthusiastic supporter of musical events and a restorer 
of organs. Audrey told a story about why she purchased an
historic home in Buffalo. Apparently the former owner’s
grand piano in the bay window inspired her to not only 
purchase the home but to also make inquiries about pianos 
for sale. Daniel came to her assistance and enabled the 
purchase of a player Weber grand-a fitting purchase indeed.

After the business meeting, Daniel demonstrated his
improvisational skills and musical sense of humor on the
piano. His musical accompaniment during the church service
sometimes surprises the church clergy and congregation.
Colin played some Scott Joplin rags and told a story about his
music teacher who encouraged his study of this fascinating
period of American music-making. Garry ended the night by
playing Debussy’s Reverie-and at 11:00 p.m., our fellow
AMICANS bade farewell.

We are fortunate to have talented and generous spirited
members who travel distances to attend our gatherings.

Howard, Colin, Anne, Lori (in the colorful summer hat and dress),
Daniel and Frank enjoying the barbecue.

Garden Party-Stan sampling the desserts (far right).
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Mike and Holly sampling the desserts. Colin playing, Frank and Daniel listening (Frank is a 
well known and respected jazz player who has mentored,

promoted and adjudicated student ensembles).

Daniel playing.

Garry playing, Audrey and Daniel listening.
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ADVERTISING 
GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT

ALL ADVERTISING IN THE AMICA BULLETIN
All advertising should be directed to:

Mike Kukral
216 Madison Blvd.
Terre Haute, Indiana 47803
Phone: 812-238-9656
e-mail: kukral@rose-hulman.edu

Ad copy must contain text directly related to the product/service
being offered. Extraneous text will be deleted at the Publisher’s
discretion. All advertising must be accompanied by payment in
U.S. funds. No telephone ads or written ads without payment will
be accepted. This policy was established by a unanimous vote of
the AMICA Board at the 1991 Board Meeting and reaffirmed at
the 1992 meeting. AMICA reserves the right to edit or to
reject any ad deemed inappropriate or not in keeping with
AMICA’s objectives.

The BULLETIN accepts advertising without endorsement,
implied or otherwise, of the products or services being offered.
Publication of business advertising in no way implies AMICA’s
endorsement of any commercial operation.

AMICA PUBLICATIONS RESERVES THE RIGHT TO
ACCEPT, REJECT, OR EDIT ANY AND ALL 
SUBMITTED ARTICLES AND ADVERTISING.

All items for publication must be submitted directly to the
Publisher for consideration.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING: $.20 per word, $5.00 minimum
for AMICA members. Non-members may advertise double the
member rates ($10.00 minimum). Because of the low cost of
advertising, we are unable to provide proof copies or “tear sheets”.

DISPLAY ADVERTISING
Full Page — 71/2 " x 10" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $150.00
Half Page — 71/2 " x  43/4"  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 80.00
Quarter Page —35/8 " x  43/4"  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 45.00
Business Card — 31/2 " x 2"  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 30.00

Non-member rates are double for all advertising.  
Special 6 for 5 Ad Offer - Place any ad, with no changes, for a
full year (6 issues), and pay for only 5 issues.  Payable in advance.
Photographs or halftones $15.00 each
Loose Sheet or Insert Advertising: Inquire
We recommend that display advertisers supply camera-ready
copy.  Copy that is oversized or undersized will be changed to
correct size at your cost. We can prepare advertisements from
your suggested layout at cost.
PAYMENT: U.S. funds must accompany ad order. Make check
payable to AMICA INTERNATIONAL.  Typesetting and 
layout size alterations charges will be billed.
DEADLINES: Submissions must be received no later than the
first of the odd months (January, March, May, July, September,
November). The Bulletin will be mailed the first week of the
even months.                                                                    

(Rev. 6-98)

FFOORR  SSAALLEE
STEINWAY PIANOLA VERTIGRAND, upright player, serial 
number 140216 (circa 1911), restored, with bench, located in Ithaca,
NY. $3,000 or best offer. Call 607-273-7589 evenings.  (4-04)

1929 KNABE GRAND AMPICO B, #108445, restored in 1980’s,
plays well, plain cabinet, $12,000. HIGEL PLAYER PIANO #122,
restored, plays fair, $700. ANGELUS PUSH-UP PLAYER, restored,
plays well, $200. CHASE & BAKER PUSH-UP, restored, plays well,
$300. Transposing Piano (GEO. RUSSELL, LONDON, FORREST
& SON) #89375, not restored, in pieces (work was in progress), make
offer. EDISON DISC PHONOGRAPH #0032 SN 1417, plays, nice
cabinet, many records, $300. All located near Fortuna, California. 
Call Linda at (805) 967-7920 or email  scrubjay46@hotmail.com 
for more information.  All prices negotiable  (5-04)

“Rose City Rag” 2003 Convention Rolls available for $12, shipping
included.  Contact pegkehre@tx3.net (4-04)

AMPICO, DUO-ART, WELTE, AND 88 NOTE PIANO ROLLS.
New Recuts and Originals, including “Jumbo” and Program Rolls. Also
N.O.S. QRS 88 Note rolls. Dave Caldwell, 400 Lincoln Lake Ave. N.E.,
Lowell, MI 49331; Check out my website: www.maui.net/~uni/caldwell/;
e-mail:  DavidWFromMi@webtv.net;  phone 616-897-5609.  (6-04)

HANDMADE BARREL AND PNEUMATIC ORGANS made in
Germany. With moving figurines and a lot of humorous surprises. 
See:  www.magic-mechanical-music.de Musik & Spiel Automaten 
Geratebau, Ing. Hansjorg Leible, D-79400 Kandern/Holzen, Kirchstr. 2;
Tel:  07626-7613, Fax 07626-971009  (6-05)

NEW REPRODUCING ROLLS FOR SALE – Magic Melodies is
now the Exclusive Dealer for new Keystone Ampico and Duo-Art rolls.
For periodic Catalogs and other listings, write or call us. Magic
Melodies, 360 Lawless Road, Jamestown, KY 42629 or 
phone 270-343-2061.  (1-05)

STEINWAY ART CASE DUO ART REPRODUCER GRAND
PIANO - Model AR-3, 7’-0’’, circa 1920. Outstanding condition with
Ivory keys. This is an amazing musical instrument and is in like-new
condition with unbelievable tone and sound, superb. Being sold by 
private party/collector, I have moved and the new house does not have
room.  The asking price of $55,000 includes rolls, contemporary bench
AND professional moving and set up to most US destination. Great 
history also, the Minneapolis Philharmonic Orchestra borrowed this
piano, moved it to the Orchestra Hall where, for the first and only time,
a concert was performed between the Minneapolis Philharmonic
Orchestra and a Reproducer Steinway, I have photos, a copy of the 
program and ticket stubs for this performance. A complete first class
restoration of the piano was performed 14 years ago, since then it has
always been expertly maintained by Steinway representatives, tuned 
and played. The following was done during the restoration:  New pin
block; New finish; restrung; repined; New dampers; the player works
were all redone, this work was done by Bill Ackman;  All new 
leather, hoses, belts, etc.; New Ivory keys; Basically everything was
rebuilt/refinished.   I think the cabinet style is “Aeolian #3011” - 
A slide show of photos can be seen on the internet here, click on the
Steinway portfolio:  http://photos.yahoo.com/norsepottery, John Danis,
2929 Sunnyside Dr D362, Rockford, IL, 61114, (815)978-0647, 
Email, danis6033@aol.com (4-04)

WELTE-MIGNON PIANO 1927 – Seiler upright, Oak, T-98 green
system, made in Germany.  Complete and original, perfect ivories, brass
inlay, restrung. Asking Only $1,900 Mike Kukral, 812-238-9656 or
kukral@rose-hulman.edu (6-05)

1924 STEINWAY OR Duo-Art walnut Art case w/veneer damage 
from fire on one side, rebuilt player, in crates, w/new Ivory keys
$11,500 Condition: D; 1995 BALDWIN 4’7” red polish Mah.
W/Pianodisc $8,900 Cond.: A; 1987 YAMAHA G2 Ivory polish
s/Pianomation $8,900 Cond.: A; 1920 FRANKLIN 56” Ampico Mah.
$3,500 Cond.: B+; MARIONETTE AMPICO GRAND original 
complete w/matching bench $2,500 Cond.: C-; 1995 STORY &
CLARK 42” Wal. $2,500; AMERICAN PLAYER PIANO 48”
Studio, $2,900. Contact: Schroeder’s Pianos 562-923-2311   (5-04)

WURLITZER STYLE C (piano, mandolin, violin & flute pipes,
drums, triangle & bells), beautifully restored. Looks and sounds new.
Includes large supply of ten tune rolls. Also available: rolls from large
collection of reproducing & 88 note rolls. (Estate of my friend, Gary
Sage.) Call John Field, 831-423-1397 or jafdf@yahoo.com (6-04)

“Life is 10% what 
you make it, 

and 90% how you take it.”

~  Irving Berlin
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Reproducing, 88 note, 65 note, rolls.
Musical related publications and other
collectibles for sale by mail auctions.

Serving collectors since 1970.

Contact us to receive our auction lists.

BENNET LEEDY ROLLS
THE PIANO ROLL CENTER
4660 HAGAR SHORE ROAD

COLOMA MI49038
Phone 269-468-5986

Fax 269-468-0019
email: rollauction@leedyrolls.com

,,'

(4-05)Web Page: www.leedyrolls.com

WANTED

HAMILTON REPRODUCING UPRIGHT, style 286 Baldwin Piano,
serial no. 108060. Welte restored by Carl Kehret in 1998 and appraised
in 2002 at $6,500. Comes with Piano Bench, 70 Welte rolls and 107
regular rolls, many later QRS rolls. Asking $3,500. Buyer arranges for
shipping. nsgibson@coastaccess.com, 360-289-7960 (5-04)

RED WELTE MIGNON piano rolls (T-100). Paying top dollar. Mike
Kukral 812-238-9656 or Kukral@Rose-Hulman.edu (6-04)

NEW PIANO ROLL BOXES-Duo-Art Audiographic series-Exactly
like the originals! Maroon with Gold Printing, all 3 sizes available!
(small & medium are "Top Hat" style) $7.00 ea. Quantities are limited,
so get them before they are all gone! AMPICO "Top Hat" boxes-Black
Leather with Gold Printing and False Bottom, Exactly like the originals,
$4.00 ea. 88 note roll boxes in two sizes-Large (fits 2 3/4 flange) cov
ered with Black Alligator paper (Top), Black Leather (Bottom). Or
Brown Leather Paper (Top & Bottom) $3.00 ea. Small (fits 2" flange)
Covered with Black or Tan Leather Paper (Top), White Litho (Bottom)
$1.50 ea. Other repair supplies available-Parchment Leaders, Tabs,
Tubes, Flanges, Repair Tissue. Quantity discounts available. Rich
Ingram rollguyrich@yahoo.com (760) 244-ROLL (7655) (4-05)

CHICKERING 6 foot AMPICO, Rebuilt 20 years ago $1900.
MARSHALL WENDELL 5'8" Grand round fluted legs, floral design
on legs and across top of legs, leg connectors, matching bench, perfect
ivory key tops, $1700. Seventy-five original AMPICO rolls. Cleveland
Piano Service 642 E. 185 St. Cleveland, OH 44110 216-383-8420. (6-04)

STEINWAY RED WELTE GRAND (T-lOO), Hamburg Model 0,
with original rolls. Please contact alerad@infosel.net.mx for additional
information. Alejandro Radchik, Av. Mexico 37-507, condessa 06100
DF, Mexico City, 5255 54195374 (4-05)

WANTED: 88-note Ethnic Rolls, especially Russian, Greek, Jewish,
Hungarian, and Syrian. Happy to buy, trade, or borrow rolls for
copying. Excellent references. Help spread diversity!
Contact Bob Berkman at bobb@Qrsinc.com or 716-882-1826 (3-05)

ANY AND ALL CASSETTES FOR MARANTZ SUPERSCOPE
PIANOCORDER SYSTEM. Call Peter Funk 201-836-0357, leave
message. (1-05)

Person wi'th Experience in 'the Adver'tising Field
'to !iolil:i't Adver'tisers ~or 'the AMICA Bulle'tin.

Candida'tes should be Energe'tic and En'thusias'tic.

Direc't mone'tary compensa'tion is poor bu't
long-'term rewards are good.

More adver'tisemen't!i in 'the bulle'tin mean
~ewer increases [and possibly decreases]

in annual dues ~orour members.

For more information, or to apply for the position,
please contact our publisher, Mike Kukral,

at kukral@rose-hulrnan.edu
or by phone at (812) 238-9656
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AMICA Technicalities
Since 1969, AMICA has been publishing into bound vol-
umes, collections of technical articles  written and con-
tributed by its members for publication in The AMICA
Bulletin. They may be  purchased as follows:
Vol 1 - 1969 to 1971  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$10.00
Vol 2 - 1972 to 1974  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .8.00
Vol 3 - 1975 to 1977  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .9.00
Vol 4 - 1978 to 1980  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .7.00
Vol 5 - 1981 to 1988  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .20.00
Vol 6 - 1989 to 1993  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .20.00

Postage Paid
Please note: Supplies of the earlier volumes may be

temporarily unavailable as stock is depleted. 
Overseas orders may take longer than domestic shipments.

AMICA ITEMS FOR SALE

The AMICA Bulletin
1971 through 1999 bound annuals

of the AMICA Bulletins
$24.00 (U.S. Dollars) per year  postage paid

Make checks payable to: AMICA International

Send Orders to:   Stuart Grigg
Grigg Graphic Services, Inc.
20982 Bridge Street
Southfield, MI 48034
Fax: (248) 356-5636
e-mail: stuart.grigg@grigg.com

Get the Whole Story !
In Stock Now Shipped Immediately !

The AMICA Bulletin remains the single source of complete information about the technical and
social aspects of our hobby. No home library would be complete without a FULL SET of the
AMICA Bulletins, bound into sets by year.

In addition, technical articles published in the bulletin have been extracted and published as
invaluable reference volumes. More than 30 years of knowledge, discovery and revelation can be
found in the TECHNICALITIES, a complete set of which takes less than 30 inches of shelf space!

ORDER TODAY! In stock for immediate shipping via United Parcel Service or US Mail.

(4-05)Web Page: www.leedyrolls.com



LEEDY BROTHERS MUSIC ROLLS
4660 HAGAR SHORE ROAD

COLOMA MI 49038
Phone 269-468-5986

Fax 269-468-0019
email: leedybrothers@leedyrolls.com

Welte Licensee
DUO-ART
AMPICO

88 NOTE
Limited edition reissues and new music rolls.

Contact us or check our web page for our latest list of music rolls.
Web page www.leedyrolls.com

(4-05)

k _
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Pigagg Keep YOU,.

---- MEMBERSHiP
INFORMATION

C.URR~NTI

OthefMembers are counting
on -your contact information
- to be up-to-date. -

Ifyour email address or 
any other information changes,

please remember to email
- the change to our

-MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY

- -Bill Chapman -
at shazam32@earthlink.net

"
~

AMPICO - DUO-ART
WELTE - RECORDO

88 NOTE
Including, Jumbo, Program and Medley Rolls

Offering listings of new recut and original rolls
of above for direct purchas ing, without bidding.

Also buying small and large collections

Write or e-mail for listings and prices.
Include P.O. address

and type you're interested in.

DavidWFromMi@Webtv.net

Dave Caldwell
400 Lincoln Lake Ave., N.E.

Lowell, MI 49331 lr:
616-897-5609 - - -

(6·04)
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FORSYTHES’ AUCTIONS
M E C H A N I C A L  M U S I C  A N D  Q U A L I T Y  A N T I Q U E S  AU C T I O N

Located at Starlite Ballroom, Exit 72 off of I-275, West on Kellogg Ave. to 5994 Linneman Street.

PHONOGRAPHS:  Zon-O-Phone disc phonograph with two beveled glass sides; Victor VI disc talking machine with
wooden horn; Columbia disc phonograph with wooden horn; round floor Model Modernola with fringed ostrich 
feather lamp shade; Talk-A-Phone disc phonograph with brass bell horn; Edison Model D cylinder phonograph with 
nickel morning glory horn; Columbia Graphophone with small nickel horn; early Victor by Johnson type B disc 
phonograph, as is; Victor Humpback II; Edison fireside Model A with brass cygnet horn; other Edison cylinder 
phonographs; Columbia grand piano Grafonola phonograph; Phono Grand; red Model C Phono/Lamp with shade; 
Standard Model E disc phonograph; Phon D’ Amour upright with carved violin front; Edison table Model B80 disc
phonograph; Edison Amberola V upright phonograph; Aeolian Vocalion upright phonograph; RCA table phonograph,
Spanish table phonograph; several other table model and upright phonographs; plus other phonographs and related items
not listed.

DISC MUSIC BOXES: Two Regina 27” automatic changers; 27-1/2” upright Symphonion with 12 bells; 24-1/2”
Polyphon upright with base; 15-1/2” Reginaphone style 240; 18-1/2” Mira console; 15-1/2” Regina changer style 36;
Regina Rococo style 9 & 19; 15-1/2” Regina serpentine style 50; several other 15-1/2” Reginas including some with
stands; Regina model 42 serpentine console; 20-3/4” Regina; 20-3/4” upright Regina style 25; 19” upright Symphonion;
11, 13, 14, & 17” Symphonions; 14-1/2” Polyphon with 12 bells; 13” Komet; 9-1/2” Britanica with clock; 16” Kalliope;
other disc boxes.

CYLINDER MUSIC BOXES:  Large 26” X 4” 8 tune box; large 22” Paillard box; 13” cylinder box with serpentine 
case and clock in front; Paillard 11-1/2” interchangeable box w/4 cylinders; Mermod Freres 17-1/2” cylinder box; 7-1/2”
cylinder interchangeable box w/10 cylinders; 6 tune cylinder box with bells; 13” organ cylinder box with elaborate case;
early Decommun Girod cylinder box; early LeCoultre box; 6” & 13” orchestral boxes; 10 tune cylinder box; 13” 12 tune
cylinder box; several other cylinder music boxes.

OTHER:  Rare George Hicks barrel piano w/automata figures; coin operated 44 note Wurlitzer Pianino w/leaded glass
front; Muzzio monkey organ; two style A cuff boxes; early upright barrel orgran w/4 barrels, other barrel orgrans, musical
ship automata; small symphonion musical clock; gold musical watch fob; musical birds in cages; also Carved Furniture;
Fine Silver; Lamps; Clocks; Slot Machines; plus much more.  

Terms & Conditions:  Cash, Check with Bank Letter, Visa & Mastercard w/proper ID.  
Call for Colored Catalogs after October 15th.  

FORSYTHES’ AUCTIONS
9423 Montgomery Rd.  •  Cincinnati, Ohio  45242

513-791-2323
www.fforsytheauctions.com

E-mail to:  fsfforsythe@yahoo.com or theantiqueman@hotmail.com

Dave Forsythe, Auctioneer    •    Frank Forsythe, Auctioneer

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 2004   ~   12:00 NOON 
C INCINNATI ,  OHIO
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REPLACEMENT LEADERS
These 11 1/4” x 17” reprints, not trimmed and without tabs, are excellent replicas of the more popular types of
reproducing piano roll leaders. While intended for roll repairs, they may also be used for decorative purposes.
To splice, overlay new leader on old roll, lay a straightedge on an angle, cut through both papers with a sharp
knife, discard scrap, and butt-join with magic mending tape on top surface.

A. Brown on buff 
(For early red label boxes)

B. Black on ivory 
(Area for reusable 
artist photo)

C. Black on ivory 
(Most common)

D. Black on ivory 
(Very late rolls by combined 
Aeolian/American)

E. Green on ivory 
(Most common)

F. Green on ivory 
(Favorite Fifty & 
Selected Roll Service)

G. Welte 
Brown on buff 
(Most common)

Note:  Early Welte’s
with blue leaders may
be repaired with this
brown leader. Many of
these when reissued
had brown leaders.

Please make checks payable to
AMICA INTERNATIONAL, 
And send to:

BRIAN K. MEEDER
904A West Victoria Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93101-4745

e-mail address for orders:
BKMEEDER@aol.com

Checks or money
orders from foreign

countries must 
be drawn on 
U.S. bank.

Style Quantity
A ______________

B ______________

C ______________

D ______________

E ______________

F ______________

G ______________

Total Quantity ______________

Price:  $ 1.00 each
Minimum Order: $10.00

Postage and Handling $  5.50

Roll Order $ ________

Total Amount (U.S. $) $ ________



TELEPHONE NEVINS 3438 447. 78th STREET. WOODHAVEN. L. L

Player Actions
Made to Order

Player Benches

Roll Cab i net s

Brooklyn Repairing Company
Piano, Player..Pianos, Talking Machines Repaired & Sold

Supplies for Player, Pianos
and Talking Machines

Shop

462 HUDSON AVENUE

Brooklyn, N. Y.,-- ---192

To put your Piano or player in first-class condition the following work will
have to be done:

Number Name

PLAYER WO~
Re-cover Bellows--J{L~~'!"--_~__
Re-cover Motor7"e&£O New Moto~-(j~~
New Valves ~.:t.-~-----

Regulate Player -- --F - ---------
(' , New 88-Note Bar :£,/, #o...,(~ r ~L~ -
',Ij--NewRubberTubing '/...:1oa~~

New Lead Tubing ffL'. ~t:I
Make 65-Note Play 8&Note M~s1,-E~--

~ New 88-Note PlayerActioJ~~~
New Set Bellows --- ------ ------
New Rubber Pads on Pedals __~o ~~---------- I
Automatic Shifter '/-15 o££MJ. n

New Spool Box jfp;o'! _
New Take-Up Spool ;.%'~00

New Transmission for Spool Box L/tJ,oo
Motor Tube ~o tZ - P"--- .
Bellows Tube-----~-#---------- -- -
New Set of Pneumatics _ _F ~4..:t.1)"o
Valve Boxes -----

New Set Pouches _ _ %.do._---=o'----t>~~
New Set ot Soloist Pneumatics -- - -)ff~ ~I)d.d__
New Finger levers - -- ----
Electric Motor ,$8A.. 00 ---

Electora Reproducting Action :i1'?f°.L:tff"J,£bpz.
Regulate Action-
Tone Regulate---
Tune ----
Repair Case -- -------- ------
Re-Nickd All Hardware
Scrape Case; Re-Varnish - - .$'0'?!J. --~

Polish Piano-------------- -- --- ----- -
Whip Complete- -- - - -
New Set Strings and Pins ---£~~'----
New Base Strings Q t-'} ..qt!.P. - -
Hammer Shank - ,>4

Shim Sounding Board-Front---- Repair- - - .--
Repair Ribs --- --- ---- ----------------'
New Base Bridge J~-~- ----
Repair Base Bridge------ --------
French Ivories --.2J~,H ,
Celluoid +' PLi). ()O ;;.:.;.

Scrape Keys~~ $' ~ ~.---
r, C, .. ~~""",1. .New Heads --'-----'-'~NewTails------ ----

New Set Ivories-..$ a2...5:()"~_~~(),__? __
New Key Buttons -- ---- .%r._O~_~_---
lead Keys / L'" t;...~ •

Cloth Under Keys ------------:'.-:.--!------
I .. _-

New Punchings ~- ------------=----
New Set Hammers- -~~
New Set Dampers- '--'-tJ~~~_ .
New Bridle Straps - . jJ~
New Muffler ----------
Piano Hardware-----------. ------ 
Repair Rest Plank -- --
New Flanges-----{~ Brass
New Cushions - ..-
Cloth on Abstracts- ----- ---- ---------- ---------

~~:e~~;t~k Jacks- E !i-ii~-.--~V=~-~
Re· Pin Action ---------__
Cartage ---- -.

Repair work belong to Brooklyn Repairing Company until Paid.

This Estimate is good for thirty (30) davs tram date of this letter.

If Estimate is satisfactory, kindly sign and 'return to us.

Sign here

BROOKLYN REPAIRING COMPANY

By
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